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On the Pilgrim's Path
J. Michael Serino
Photographs hy Janice Levy
"In a portrait / the artist/ must in
scribe the character and not the
features, and must esteem the man
who sits to him as himself only an
imperfect picture or likeness of the
aspiring original witlnn."
—Emerson
Hleanor Munro— art critic,
journalist, memoirist— sits in the
living room of her Park Avenue
apartm ent, the afternoon light
streaming through the window be
hind her, speaking of the artist Mary
Cassatt. "Some of the feminist crit
ics tried to render Mary ( ’assatt into
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some sort of towering, heroic
model," she says, "but Mary ( assatt
would have a spurt of great achieve
ment and then five or six years of
nonproduction and then a spurt of
achievement, and in diose swags
her notebooks and comments to
other people were tilled with terri
ble depression and frustration and
uncertainty about what her proper
role in life was "
The apartment, in its furniture,
books, and works of art, testifies to
its occupants' involvement in the
New York cultural world. A table
loaded with framed photographs
displays family connections just as
prominently . In die next room.
M unro's husband. New Yorker
writer E. .1 Kalin, Jr., is preparing
tins year's income tax returns. It is a
surprisingly warm Monday m early
March Sitting on the far end of die
couch—her "power seat," she calls
it— I leaner Munro elaborates on the
pattern she sees in the lives ot many
women artists, including her own.
"Them is so much obstruction—
emotional obstruction, financial
obstruction. The issues of self-for
mation and the self vis-a-vis the
social world are always uppermost
in a woman's mind, frequently it is
because of family connections. I
think my career has been very, very

spotty, and dial s certainly die re
sult of social pressures. It tixik me
so much energy to get out
of the mold I was in. And
there have been such long
periods of uncertainty
about which way to go, of
nonaccomplishment.'' l ive
books, dozens of essays ami
reviews, and a busy lecture
schedule indicate that con
siderable energy remained.
Ele.uior Munro is one
of those writers whose life
and work are impossible to
separate. In researching and
composing her books she
has been making sense of
and composing her Itie,
w o rk in g ,
as
M ary
( Catherine Bateson has de
scribed the process, "by
improvisation, discovering
the shape of our creation
along die way, rather th;ui
pursuing a vision already
defined " The three books
dial comprise the core of
M unro's mature produc
tion—(trigmals: American
Women Artists (1979), On Glory
Roads: A Pilgrim's Hook about
Pilgrimage (1X87). ;uid-Memoir of
a Modernist's Daughter ( 1988)-niark stages in the development of

their author's self-definition. Her
accounts of creative and spiritual

"1 grew' up in Cleveland," she
says. “ in a house that was rather
special in that time and place,
because my father was a mu
seum curator and a professor.
Cleveland in the '30s and
'40s was—and still is, I sup
pose—a very conventional,
business-oriented, co n 
servative Republican, city.
My tadier, because of his
job m die very slim cultural
life in Cleveland, created a
radier special ambience in
our household. It was very
stimulating. I think almost
everything I’ve done, in one
wav or anodier, has come
out of that source. I diink
every creative person would
probably say the same thing
about their life— I mean,
that's where we begin."
Her father was Thomas
Munro, a philosopher and
aesthelician who, through his
editorship of die Journal of
Aesthetics and Art Criticism
from the 1940s through the
1960s, was to play a major
journeys in the first two Txxiks cul role in shaping the direction of art
minate in the story of her own journey theory and criticism in die l IS. Most
in the third. It is a story she tells of his professional career was spent
compellingly in die memoir; she is in Cleveland, where he was curator
equally forthcoming in conversation.
see Pilgrim's Path, page 10
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Last Shuffle in Buffalo

Urbane Anthropology
%

The Last Fine Time
Verlvn Klmkenborg
Vintage, paper. S 10.00. 209 pp
Barry Maxwell
The composed unease moving
between wit and melancholy might
keep you at this book, even as you
wonder why you're persisting with
a tale of an unfamous man (Eddie
Wenzek). his ordinary livelihood
(bar owner and tender), and their
less dian legendary place and lime
(Buffalo, 1947). But know that
Verlyn K linkenborg's attem pt,
through research mid imagination,
to understand the history which
flowed intt) and out of something so
arguably insignificant and unarguably obscure as ( ieorge and Eddie's,
formerly on the comer of Sycamore
and Herman, takes on surprising
dimensions.
A complex book, this. The List
Fine Time moves through three nar
rative strata. The recitation of die
history of a Polish immigrant family
lies on die surface, and makes up die
largest part of die book This
chronicle lyrically and imagistically

evokes a source-community for
American immigration, Galicia,
about which many readers will know
precisely nothing (try to put a linger
on die area on a map.) Klmkenborg
teaches by assuming dial large cuts
ot raw' information about the first
home of his story 's people are a
legitimate inclusion. The telling of
what befell the immigrants in Buf
falo. as well as what they made, lost,
enjoyed and mourned there, is the
"story" part of this history, yet is
recognizably continuous with the
method used for the European ma
terial
The second stratum is a quirky
yet persuasive account of Buffalo
civic history. Although specifically
rich in its anecdotes, it also works as
a typiticalion of the destiny of the
I ,ake cities in particular (Teveland,
Detroit, Toledo. Chicago. Buffalo—
these cities used to matter to the
nation to a degree w e each day find
it easier to forget. Their rise, what
ever part blue-collar and white-collar
labor had in it, was effected and
affected also by die hot air of dieir
publicists, Klinkenborg dwells aeidly on die rhetorical riles of ascent

performed over Buffalo's civic
txxlv.
The third story' line begins as an
obeisance to a received wisdom of
creative writing pedagogy: render
details precisely, and you will give
your writing "life." So in die telling
of an anonymous ex-serviceman's
fecklessly getting a haircut in die
wake of the war. die audior s eye
catches die moment at which the
black man administering a shoeshine plucks the barberee s cuff from
his sock, the final careful attention
barely registered by the vet. In its
reappearances, though, the cuff
caught in the sock becomes a kind
of literary sight gag, and then the
image of the never-quite-getting-itright that plagues die inmx.ent type
for w hom the greatest meaning of
the w ar's end is the return to the
attentions of barber and shoeshine
man. in preparation for a big night
After tins groundwork, which lets
the image gather suggestiveness,
Klinkenborg begins his carefullybuilt chapter on Buffalo’s citizenry
during the early years of the ( 'old
War by making the image a part of
see Im s I Shuffle, page 14

Shares and O ther Fictions
Richard Stem
Delphinium Books, 202 pp.,
S20.00
M ark Shechner
What a treat to rediscover
Richard Stem. And not unexpected
eidier. Stem has been around for
over thirty years, since die publica
tion of his novel Golk in I960, and
while he is not a big-ticket Hem in
our literature and never will be one,
he is nonetheless a gracious writer
and a wise man Why Isn't he better
known?
One reason is that the social
class he has marked off as his turf is
about as fashionable these days as a
tango at a liiphop party. It is the
middle-high bourgeoisie, the pro
fessional class of lawyers, doctors,
psychiatrists, composers, and aca
demics like himself, who are
employed, productive, emotionally
intact though subtly, and comically,
ill, afflicted in die Freudian sense
that makes us all brothers and sisters
on the couch. Moreover, he doesn't
despise dial class or himself for be

ing part of it. He fails to see it as
rapacious or "hegemonic." His irony
is not savage enough for all the txx>kbuying enemies of dieir own class,
the bookoisie. The vivid indignarions of John Updike (Rabbit at
Rest), Jay Mclnerney (Brightness
Falls), aixl Tom Wolfe (The Bonfire
oj the Vanities) have no place in his
writing, which is a kinder, gentler
brand of social farce. I le sees folly
everywhere—folly and humiliation
are home base for an anthropologist
of the urban middle class— but he
sees odier qualities too. public be
nevolence, social concern, a grocery
cart full of worthy causes. It is the
class that supports the orchestras,
patronizes the galleries, saves die
whales, and circulates petitions on
behalf of die rain forests. (It also
employs the lawyers and enriches
the psychoanalysts ) Who in
America wants to mad about IIIOSFi
people?
Also I’m not sure that Stem
really lias a novelist's taste for plot
and character, drama and develop
ment. His longer producrions, like
the novel A Father's Words, tend to
see Urbane, page 6
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A Kettle of Hawks
Le Moyne F arrell
A New Yorker cartoon in the
1970’s showed a raggedy band in in
odd hats and weird clothing stand
ing on Central Patk South, binoculars
focused on the turrets of the St. Regis
Hotel. “See the left penthouse?
That’s where the Peregrines live!"
says the leader with enthusiasm. In
the typical such group is at least one
observer who calls out species, one
who’s searching the bird guide, one
who’s still trying to find the turrets,
and one who's smugly marking his
life list in the guidebook.
The birdwatchers that Jack
Connor focuses on in Season at the
Point, on the other hand, are the
academic and amateur ornithologists
who work full-or part-time at the
C ape May Bird O bservatory
(CMBO), and the expert naturalists
who have resided in Cape May since
the 1930s and who participate in the
spring and fall counts of some 201
migrant and resident species.
Special wind currents and ther
mal currents of Cape May Point
bring hawk migrants in the tens of
thousands along with probably many
more song birds. Cape May’s woods
and canals are habitat for song birds,
and its fresh- and saltwater marshes
for waders. Birders from all over
North America, and from England,
Sweden, and many other countries
come to appreciate this phenom
enon and enjoy the demonstrations
of banding that CMBO stages to
educate the crowds.
Peter Dunne, the first director
of CMBO, has developed competi
tions to count birds from midnight to
midnight in order to find species that
may have been previously over
looked. Last spring a group from
Ithaca headed by Ned Brinkley found
184 species, just one less than
Dunne’s own record-setting score.
These birdathons have raised a
m illion dollars for conservation
causes.
Dunne, now with the Audubon
Society, was the first birder ever to
count hawks on migration at the
Point from dawn till dusk, and he

raised the seasonal record from
18,000 to 48,000. Recently, the
national count has advanced to more
than 800,000 because of more sys
tem atized spotting and expert
participants.
Counting birds showed that ea
gles were in trouble in the early
1950s:
The totals o f immature eagles de
clined, reflecting (we know now)
nesting death. The counts fa r adults
declined next, in the mid 1950s, as a
diminishing number o f young birds
reached maturity and the popula
tion failed to replace adults dying
from long-term poisoning and natu
ral causes. After DDT was banned,
the number o f immature eagles went
up first, in the early 1970s, as more
and more nestlingsfledged At Hawk
Mountain in Pennsylvania counts
didn't go up until the late 1970s,
when the new, post-DDT cohort o f
young eagles finally reached adult
hood.
Counting is an invaluable edu
cational and political instrument.
Some politicians choose to interpret
the gross numbers as showing health
of the environment, but declining
numbers of songbirds shows that
loss of habitat to housing develop
ment and human activities is being
followed by a decreasing number of
some hawks such as the sharp-shin.
More difficult to prove are the im
pacts of the Greenhouse Effect, loss
of open areas along the Atlantic
Coast, and the continued fragmen
tation of woodland forest.
DDT is still being sold in South
and Central American and perhaps
the new Administration can dissuade
our chemical companies from sell
ing it. If the present North American
Free Trade Treaty resolves pollu
tion in Mexico, our own role should
be considered as well. But coastline
development, forest fragmentation,
and the Greenhouse Effect arc prob
lems that cannot be solved in the
foreseeable future. The best we can
do is to skiw the destruction. And all
of this will be addressed at great
costs to all of us.
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were watching hawks at the Point.
Three years later there were hun
dreds. and by the mid-eighties, we
had thousands. The counts were
published in American Birds, and the
Hawk Mountain Association news
letter had something to do with it.
That is what brought the raptor nuts.

T hree Top B irders
A1 Nicholson, a Cape May resi
dent and painter of the Point
landscapes, walked the landscape
and in 1974 was said to know the
locations of nests of the last two bald
eagles in New Jersey. At 24, Clay
Sutton wanted to bird with him and
showed his lucky photo of a kestrel
to Nicholson as an offering. March
ing him at top speed in circles for
two hours, Nicholson tested the
young man, then led him past a tree
they’d passed three times, and
pointed.
The adult bald eagle, huge black
wings and bright white head, soared
over them. A few moments later a
second adult joined it in the sky. The
two birds were calling to each other
in their high-pitched voices and ex
changing-sticks in the air. “Now, ”
said Nicholson, doesn’t that just
rejuvenate your soul?" Sutton lutd
found his mentor.
Away from his easel, Nicholson
was a fierce adversary of banders
who trapped hawks at the Point be
cause he thought it stressed the
migrating birds too much. He
strenuously objected to jeeps and
four-wheel trucks being driven on
beaches and in New Jersey’s last
dune forest at Higbee’s Beach. He
protested the spraying of insecti
cides and the construction of
drainage ditches throughout the pe
ninsula and fought the County
Planning Board which allowed tracts
of woods to be replaced by malls.
His anger was fueled by the despair
that the best of the peninsula’s wil
derness areas were already gone.
Nicholson was fascinated by
raptors especially and took Sutton to
the Point when “the winds were from
the northwest and hawks peppered
the sky-kestrels, sharp-shins, os
preys, broadwings. Three hundred
broadwings circled. Sutton was
stunned. “I had grown up only fifteen
miles away. I had a vague idea about
(’ape May being a place where
birders went to watch migration. But
I had no idea you could see hawks in
numbers like that anywhere in New
Jersey.”
In 1976 Pete Dunne, the
Audubon Society's first counter (at
$500 for the season), conducted his
first continuous season-long haw k
count, which reached 48,651. His
second-season count exceeded
81,000. In 1979 he became director
o f CMBO and wrote articles for
national birding journals and the
Audubon Society, photographed
birds and published his Tales o f a
Low Rent Birder. He also wrote a
biweekly column in the New Jersey
section of The New' York Times. He
says,
In 1975 maybe a dozen people

Dunne’s last project before he
left Cape May in 1987 was to write
a txxtk with ('lay Sutton and David
Silbey called Hawks in Flight: The
Flight Identification o f North
American Migrant Raptors. Sutton
kept charge of the data during
Dunne’s ( ape May years, charting
hawks, records of sightings and
flights and dates, pushing for con
servation issues, and playing friendly
critic to keep Dunne in touch with
local issues and with scientific issues.
“ Sutton rem ains," w rites
Connor. "He has witnessed and
charted every season's hawk flight
since 1974, watched more hawks fly
than anyone else, and has become
the hub o f the wheel of the hawk
watching culture at the Point."

Swallows from Beneath the Sea
Until Linnaeus originated
taxonomic classification, according
to ( 'onnor, the general impression
from direct observation as far back
as Aristotle was that “certain species
transm ogrified (the redstarts of
summer became the robins of win
ter). Few travelers had traveled
enough to study birds on both (heir
summer and winter grounds. No
satisfactory methods of identifying
indiv idual birds to trace their sea
sonal m ovem enl had been
developed"
Early researchers fried marking
birds by dyeing their leathers, bul
most birds molt at least once a year.
Coastal observers thought swallows
hibernated underwater because they
appeared in spring over the sea and
disappeared over the horizon in fall;
a woodcut from die sixteenth century
shows a fisherman pulling up a net
filled equally with fish and swallows.
Another theory was that birds flew
straight to heaven in fall. A 1703
pamphlet in England argued that
overwater crossing would be an un
thinkably taxing journey for any bird
and suggested the birds' wintering
ground was the moon.
In 1710 a grey heron was cap
tured in Germany with a metal ring
on its leg that indicated it had come
from Turkey. Audubon tied silver
wires to die legs of fledgling phoebes
in Pennsylvania a century later and
found two of them die following
spring.
N aturalists wondered
whether individuals or pairs relumed
to the same wintering sites and
whedicr instinct or learned experi
ence guided them.
Light aluminum bands devised
by a Dane in 1899 posed no burden

in flight but lasted the lifetime of die
white storks, common teal, and star
lings he banded. In 1917 an Arctic
tem that lutd been banded on eastern
Egg Rock, Maine, in July 1913 was
found dead on the Niger River Delta
in West Africa. Startling recoveries
began to show the complexity of
avian migration.
“Winter site fidelity’’ was proved
in the 1970s in Georgia by S.P.
Baldwin, who trapped whitethroated sparrows in the same bush
of his banding station several years
in a row. The mystery of the chim
ney swifts' wintering territory was
finally solved in 1944 when an Indian
hunter returned the bands of thirteen
swifts he had shot in die Amazonian
jungle of Peru.
Bands also proved that some
birds fly north after fledging, in
“post-breeding dispersal,” like
Florida's eagles which migrate to
New England and Canada, a phe
nomenon no one had predicted or
guessed. "Banding allows us to know
birds personally," says the biologist
and veteran bander John Kircher,
explaining that the band identifies a
single creature with an individual
identity. Some species migrate in
family groups, but most mates sepa
rate at the nesting grounds, migrate
south on perhaps different routes,
and leave their young behind to find
their own wav
Life expectancies come from
banduig records: a black-headed gull
banded in Europe in 1914 was found
25 years later. Longer lives occur
30 years for a great frigate bird, 27
for a western gull, and Laysan al
batrosses banded in the 1950s are
still alive, wearing their original
bands.
About 60,(XX) banded birds arc
retrapped or found dead each year
The Cape May Bird Observatory
1lawk Program has been banding 45(XX) hawks a season, more tluin any
other project in North American.
Ten to twenty captures have been
banded elsewhere, and two or three
out of 5000 are recaptured in the
next year. "It seems hawks learn
tliat ( 'ape May is a mistake [because
at the Point they must fly fourteen
miles over water to the nearest land;
most hawks avoid flying over wide
water)... our birds turn up in inland
ridges like Hawk Mountain in years
to come."

The Banding Demo
Chris Schultz has returned to
Cape May every tall since 1979 when
two banders befriended him and
invited him to their blind. He has
trapped more than four thousand
hawks in eight years and is gener
ally regarded as die Point’s most
skillful and expert bander. I le has
banded chicks in the peregrine fal
con nests in Colorado, taking
samples of broken egg-shells, some
of which show traces of DDE, "the
see Hawks, page 15
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A Bite of the Apple

In the Park with George
visit, because of the conversations
you'll have with people who other
wise wouldn't give you the time of
day— especially the time of day,
since it will betray the presence,
condition, and location ot their wrist
watches. Here is a sample from a
sunny midday, full of strollers en
joying a mildly breezy lunch hour.

(iiinilla Feigenbaum
New York City, April 1993
It has been less a winter than a
season of disasters—storms, floods,
subway breakdowns, the World
Trade Center. New Yorkers do
amazingly well under stress— hav
ing our worst fetus confirmed always
makes us more charitable toward
our fellow men. When the city is
crumbling, we talk to strangers,
something that's otherwise avoided
for fear that the stranger might be
looking to steal a watch. Now that
spring is here and everything is un
naturally pleasing, we dust off the
old paranoias and talk only to people
to whom we've been formally intro
duced.
There are of course exceptions.
( hie place to go for impromptu dials
is Union Square, where right now
there is a sculpture installation sur
rounding George Washington.
The twenty-five-loot monument
of George was the first to be erected
in New York City. He sits on his
horse, overlooking the commercial
mess on 14th Street. Perpetually
insulted by pigeons, he watches the
maze of street vendors peddling fake
l endi perfume, wind-up monkeys,
size 38 triple -D-cUp bras, ear plugs,
cough syrup, plastic tubing, day-glo
area rugs, thumb tacks, leopard-print
ties. Christmas tape, teddy bears in
X-marked baseball caps, religious
knick-knacks, and
k itc h e n
c lo c k s
shaped like eats.
Now, from March 1
through May 30, he
is also surrounded
by eight sculptures
by New York artist
R honda R oland
Shearer
T he
p ie c e s
m easure between
seven and nine feet
in height and they
depict women doing
those things we
women love to do—
ironing, pushing a
sh o p p in g
c a rt,
vacuuming, clean
ing a toilet bowl
(som etim es white
struggling with a
child). A skeletal
bronze frame de
scribing the form is
fleshed out with
plant parts: roots,
leaves, branches, all
made of bronze and tinted with
patinas in unlikely shades of ma
genta, acid green, or turquoise,
making them both blend m with, and
separate from, the background of
newly budding trees. liven if you're
not an art lover but one of those
obnoxious people who say “well, 1
don't know anything about it, but I
know what 1 like” ( as though igno
rance graces you with deeper
intuition), the installation is worth a

The city, it turns out, encour
ages such use of its spaces and by
submitting a very long proposal to
the Parks Department, the Depart
ment of Public T ransportation, or
the Public Arts Fund, an artist may
be granted exhibition space. Rhonda
Roland Shearer, who
is represented by the
Wildenstein Gallery,
Llderly lady w ith creative liair, to no picked her particular
one in particular: It’s darling! I site because of the
think it's just DARLING!
George W ashington
Mother to small boy: Don't sit on monument
that! Don't touch that!
“I drove by in a
Boy: What is it?
taxi one day and saw
Mother: Well, that's a lady vacu George, looking all
uming tlie floor. 1'hat's the vacuum patrician and impervi
cleaner. See?
ous with his arm
Boy: I want to touch it!
outstretched in a grand
Mother: You can touch the vacuum gesture ;uid I thought,
cleaner at home. This is art. I xxik at wouldn't that be a great
it. Then we go shopping.
place for my ‘House
Man in cashm ere overcoat Work' series. There
(thoughtfully): Hm. Women at work. he was, ready to con
I like that.
quer hostile armies, but
Young man with latoos and over somebody pressed his
alls. who obviously never scrubbed pants and starched his
his toilet bowl, or knows that a spe shirt to make him look
cial instrument, a toilet brush, has so dandy in his uni
been invented for just such a purpose: form—and you can bet
Look! A plunger! Woman as it was a woman"
plumber. Yes That’s good.
We are sitting in
A brietcased man to companion: I'd the library in her Up-**
like one of those.
per Last Si3e town*
( ompanion: In the living rexim? It's house. There is a horse
pretltv big.
painting above the
First man: 1 meant a woman who mantlepiece and stacks
ol bixiks on art and on
irons
feminism on the fkxir. The phone,
Companion: Forget it, buster!
hlderly gentleman,, smartly attired, with lots of extension lines, rings
sporting the face of a flatulent hip constantly. I ler assistant is out sick,
she apologizes.
popotamus. What IS this?
Shearer doesn't hx>k like a New
Woman in red coat, eager to edu
cate: It's art!
York artist—she isn't wearing black.
Hippo man. What does it mean?
She looks more like a Dresden china
Red coat: Well....That's a woman doll dressed in Ralph Lauren khakis.
Unpressed.
She points out
that of the 418
monuments in the
city, only two are of
re a l
w om en—
Gertrude Stein in
Bry ant Park and Joan
of Arc on Riverside
Parkway. The rest
are men or allegori
cal wom en, like
winged goddesses.
Mother Goose, and
the Statue of Liberty.
Shearer had her
first one-w om an
show in 1987. Be
fore that she made
portraits of people’s
horses. “It was com
mission work, it had
its built-in clientele
and it paid the bills,”
she says. “It taught
me how to make
bronze eastings.” In
Courtesy. Rhonda Roland Shearer
1982 she moved
Kiki A Im Toilette
from California to
New York and her work changed. “I
ironing. That one....
Hippo man (irritably): 1 can SLR was struck by the little tree saplings
with naked branches,” she says. “It
tluit! What does it ML AN?
Red coat (patiently):...is doing gro seemed to me that they should be
overpowered by the fifty-story
cery shoping....
Hippo man (disgusted, as if faced buildings, but they weren’t. They
with an obscenity): Is that some looked like sculptures to me. They
thing to show in public? They have inspired me to learn the technique of
ruined the park. (Starts to measure making bronze casting of plants.”
The first plant bronzes were still
up remaining space with yard-long
steps.) Does the city even KNOW lifes—natural-size flower arrange
ments, in vases, Icxiking very much
about this?

like the real tiling, except they didn't
have to be tossed out after a week.
Then she started arranging the plants
on geometric grids and structures,
allowing the shapes to complement
and compete with each other.
“Playing with the plant parts, 1

Mitali is one of the highest-rated
Indian restaurants in the city, and
reputedly the best on 6Ui Street which
is TIDi street for Indian food. If you
go there on a weekend, you'll spend
enough time on die sidewalk wait
ing for a table (reservadon or not) to
form lifelong friend
ships, even marry and
divorce, before you’re
seated. In order to ap
pease die hungry crowd,
waiters appear every ten
minutes with plates of
free nuggets, just suffi
cient to keep your mind
fixed on tixxf. You start
feeling like a con
demned man on deadi
row, whose lawyers file
enough appeals to keep
you from reconciling
yourself to your fate.
E v en tu a lly we
were seated—at twenty
to nine at a table ordered
by phone, diree days in
advance, for eight
o'clock. We spent less
time eating the fullcourse dinner than we
had waiting for it. Plates
were removed before
we had finished, the
check presented before
we wiped die chutney
from our chins. The
Courtesy. Rhonda Roland Shearer
small
table was so
Yves's Wife with Baby
crowded that one guest
realized tluit there were basic shapes, had to keep the bread plate in his lap.
for example a spiral, that would It was an experience that made
repeat themselves in endless varia eating dinner on a packed TWA
tion. I became interested in fractal flight in tourist class seem like gra
geometry. Science and math are cious dining, and die same skills liad
traditionally masculine domains and to be applied. First practice eating
adversaries of nature, which is de on the hat shelf in your closet, widi
scribed as disorderly, random, and your elbows taped to your sides.
irrational—adjectives that get used T he difference between Mitali’s and
about women all the time. Chaos T'WA is that overworked airline
theory values those very character hostesses are more polite than Mitali
istics. So 1 introduced the plants waiters and they don't expect a tip.
There is a lesson to be learned—
into the female shapes.
“At dial time my kids were don't trust food critics. They are
leaving home to go to school and I never hungry and they cliarge by die
was suddenly aware of how much of hour so diey don't mind waiting.
my time had been spent on care (By die way, the food, if you get it,
taking. I hadn't even thought about is okay. Not great, but okay.)
Go there, skip die dinner, and
it before—it was just what I did. a
seamless, invisible part of my life. stick with die sidewalk goodies.
Nobody brags about doing the laun You'll get good tips on where to
dry. Society teaches us that it's dine, because everyone who’s wait
demeaning. We feel vaguely ing is talking about die much nicer
ashamed of doing all those tasks place where they like to go and
that go into everyday living—it’s should have gone instead. And if
women’s work. When we want to you're Icxiking to steal watches,
compliment someone, we say they you're in luck, because everyone is
are doing a man's job. If you want looking at theirs, saying “Another
to compete, you have to be out there five minutes, and 1 give up.”
kicking butt with the guys. Never
theless, somebody HAS to do the
laundry, and it's usually women.
To me, the installation on Union
Square is a tableau of our society .”
Shearer also has a continuous
video running on die Sony billboard
on Times Square. Models, dressed
in 1950s elegance of hats, long
gloves, and gowns, are ironing and
vacuuming, hxiking ever so pol
ished and unruffled. A caption at
the end reads:
Housework?
Glamorous?
Anodier place to exchange con
versation with otherwise diary New- ‘A Hite o f the A pple' is a monthly
Yorkers is on 6th Street, between column by our not-so-far-flung cor
1st and 2nd Avenue, outside Mitali respondent Gunilla Teigenhaum.
Restaurant on a Saturday night. who lives in New York City.
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At The Bookery
The Bookery Winter/Spring lecture series continues Sundays at 4 p.m.
in the new lecture space in Bookery II.

April 4
Sandra Bern
professor of psychology and women's
studies at Cornell, will examine our
cultural assumptions concerning sex
and gender and how they shape society,
which is also the subject of Bern's new
book, entitled The Lenses o f Gender:

Transforming the Debate on Sexual
Inequality.

rescheduled to April 11
Gail Holst-Warhaft
will give a talk entitled "The Poisoned
Omelette: W om en's Laments and
Greek Tragedies" concerning why
Greek women's laments were banned
in antiquity. Her just-published book
is Dangerous Voices: W om en's
Laments and Greek Literature. HolstWarhaft is a lecturer in classics and
com parative literature at Cornell
University.

A pril 1 8
Dan McCall
professor of English at Cornell, will
read from his soon-to-be-published
novel Messenger Bird, which concerns
two years in the life of a young surgeon
assigned by the Public Health Service
to a 25-bed hospital on a Native
American reservation in the Southwest.

May 2
Deborah Tall
will read from and talk about her justpublished book entitled From Where
We Stand: Recovering a Sense o f
Place. Tall is a poet and non-fiction
writer and a professor of English at
Hobart and William Smith Colleges
in Geneva, New York.

May 1 6
Meredith F. Small
will give a talk drawn from her recent
book entitled Female Choices: Sexual
Behavior o f Female Primates, which is
based on fifteen years of watching the
m ating behavior of prim ates in the
field and at the California Primate
Research Center.
Sm all is an
associate professor of anthropology
at Cornell University.

The Bookery
DeWitt Building, 215 North Cayuga St., Ithaca
For m ore in fo rm a tio n c a ll (6 0 7 ) 2 7 3 - 5 0 5 5
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Elmira's Human
Comedy
W om en’s H um or in the Age of
Gentility: The Life and W orks of
Frances IVliriam W hitcher
Linda A. Morris
Syracuse University Press, 256pp.,
S32.50

to live in; looks as i f ‘t was built in
Noah’s time, with its consamed old
gamble ruff and leetle bits o' wind
ers a pokin' out like bird cages all
round. Painted yaller, too, and such
a humbly yaller; for all the world jest
the color o’ calomel and jollup!”
Neil Schmitz
She's seen the “Miss Myerses and
Miss Loderses, and the rest o' the
What a treat is Linda A. Mor hansom e sittiw ations in the
ris's recent biography of Frances neighborhood, with their wings and
Miriam Whitcher, filled with deli their piazzers and foldin' doors and
cious reminiscences of antebellum all so dazzlin’ white.” Not possible,
Elmira, the seat of so much impres- says the Reverend Shadrack: “Y et I
s iv e
c o m e d ic
a rt
in assure you that I have not the slightest
nineteenth-century American lit objection to your employing your
erature, and just in time, too, for own means in the construction of a
those of us who ponder the signifi more elegant edifice.”
What specifically encodes this
cance o f R oseanne A rn o ld 's
unerringly scripted, always dis exchange, for midcentury readers,
tu rb in g situ a tio n co m ed y , is the knowledge that a Baptist
R oseanne.
Before Roseanne woman is marrying a Methodist
Arnold, before Lily Tomlin, there gentleman. (Whitcher, raised a
was Frances Miriam Whitcher and Presbyterian, married an Episcopa
Marietta Holley, an excellent bi lian minister.) There is a lot of
ography o f whom Syracuse precise social detail contained in the
University Press has also published, everyday dialogue of these sketches,
Kate II. Winter's Marietta Holley: and W hitcher’s readers were so
attuned to the desires and behavior
Life with Josiah Allen's Wife.
In W omen’s Humor Morris of her characters that they would
deftly relates Whitcher’s fairly un often confuse fiction with reality.
eventful life as an Episcopalian An 1848 sketch, “’Hie Sewing Soci
minister's wife in the 1840s, situ ety,” which exposed the town's most
ates it in its cultural framework, prominent woman as a social tyrant,
understands its imperatives and brought civil suits against Whitcher.
stresses, and presents sufficient text Irate husbands in Elmira and ad
and analysis to show how good a joining villages felt their reputation
comic writer Whitcher was. But- we had been injured, their wives slan
also need to understand how im dered and held up to public ridicule.
portant Whitcher is to the tradition
N ev erth eless, W h itc h e r's
of situation comedy in American Widow Bedott had a long successful
literatu re, and in situ atin g run in Godey 's Lady's Book and the
Whitcher's work, Morris is not so Saturday Gazette, among the most
deft. A rich and delightful tradi widely read women's magazines in
tion, this one: humorous narratives the Jacksonian period. Her book.
of house and neighborhood worlds The Widow Bedott Papers (1855),
dial include Jim Jordan’s 1940s published posthumously, was an
radio show, Fibber McGee and immense hit: twenty-three editions,
Molly, and later television classics over 100,000 copies sold by 1864.
Marietta Holley’s My Opinions
Barney Miller, The Andy Griffith
Show, The Honeymooners, and I and Betsy Bobbet 's (1873) took up
in the character of Betsy Bobbet a
Love Lucy.
Readers of G odey’s Lady's figure very much like that of Widow
Book and the Saturday Gazette were Bedott—contentious, reactionary,
just as delighted by W hitcher's domineering. But Holley,who was
Widow Bedott and her doings in more politically topical, introduced
Wiggletown and at Scrabble Hill. another character into the action: the
Having lost her husband, Hezekiah, pragmatic, astute, warmly sympa
a dull sententious twit, the Widow th etic, m o d era tely fem in ist
Bedott is in full antic pursuit of Samantha Allen, Josiah Allen’s wife.
eligible widowers, desperate to re First appearing as sketches in the
marry and escape the nullity of Ladies Home Journal, Holley’s
n ineteen th -cen tu ry A m erican Samantha pieces were then pub
widowhood. Readers o f Ann lished as baiks by Charles Webster’s
Douglas’s The Feminization o f American Publishing Company
American Culture and Patricia (M ark T w a in 's publisher) :
Spacks' Gossip will understand Samantha at the Centennial (1877),
what is involved in that particular Samantha at Saratoga or Flirtin ’
situation, the seriousness of the non- with Fashion (1887), and Samantha
matrimonial state for American at the World's Fair (1893), all of
women in the nineteenth century.
them very popular.
In the first set of episodes, The
Both Whitcher and Holley cre
Widow Bedott does land the pomp ated humorous social worlds that
ous Reverend Shadrack Sniffles, were family-centered, localized,
who courts and marries her think drawn from Middle American so
ing she is privately wealthy. The ciety, and provided a framework for
episode in which the Reverend opinion and commentary. Morris
discovers his new wife in fact brings goes astray when she compares
no property to the marriage is vin Whitcher and Holley to contempo
tage Whitcher. Bourgeois cupidities rary literary humorists Peg Bracken
collide.
In the new Rev. Mrs. and Erma Bombeck, whose work is
Sniffle’s dialect speech Whitcher essentially journalistic and more akin
gets a certain wonderfully grasping, to Sarah Willis Parton (Fanny Fem),
screechy-squawky voice, and a of Fern Leaves fame, a contempo
precisely described social desire. rary o f W hitcher’s whose witty
She insists the parsonage be re pieces never created a detailed so
done: “I’m disgusted with this ole cial world. W ith Holley and
see Elmira Comedy, page 14
house; ‘t’ ain’t fit for ginteel folks
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Mr. Vonnegut and M e
Jeff Schwaner

You could say that I’m a friend
of Kurt Vonnegut\s, since 1 met him
not once, but twice, in one night in
1985, and since Vonnegut himself—
I would call him Kuit but I'm holding
to the conventions of the medium—
has expressed his opinion in Palm
Sunday that in New York if you’ve
met .someone once you're afriend. He
then goes on for 3 or 4 pages listing
his friends, and why not? I think 1
would have made the list myself, if it
hadn’t been written 4 years before
our relationship blossomed.
Vonnegut is one of the latest in a
line of illustrious Cornell authors,
some of whom've died tragically
(Richard Carina), aged into respect
able icons (E. B. White), leered at
pretty girls from a seat at the back of
the bus (Nabokov), become invisible
(Thomas Pynchon), or actually set
tled here to teach and dodge the
chunks of ice that periodically drop
from Goldwin Smith Hall’s roof six
months out of the year (Alison Lurie,
Archie Ammons. Jim McConkey, et
al.). But Vonnegut has metamor
phosed somewhat oddly.
It would have been one thing if
he’d hardened into an unreasonable
but somehow lovable curmudgeon,
or if he'd made an ass out of himself
and then recanted, like his friends
Norman Mailer and (ieorge Plimpton
have, unintentionally and very inten
tionally, made careers out of doing.
But he’s remained pliant and reason
able, a public figure but rather per
sonable, looking pretty much like the
man emerging from a New York
subway in a 1962 photo— kindly,
gentle, crumpled, and always a little
taller than one would expect. He still
writes the same type of novel he's
been writing since Mother Night—
Bluebeard and Galapagos were at
least as accomplished as Jailbird and
Slapstick,Hocus Pocus being the runt
of die recent litter much as Deadeye
Dick and die Sirens o f Titan were tor
earlier decades. W hat’s changed
about him—something must have—
is harder to get at. But Vonnegut’s
work is a kind of intersection at which
all Cornell-educated writing hope
fuls must stop, no matter which way
they decide to eventually tum. Hav
ing been there myself, I feel there
may be something I picked up while
on that route that Vonnegut, looking
back, may have discarded further

down his own road.
Time has muddled some of the
exact details of that January in
1985—being a member of the muchmonikered, slithery no-good gen
eration of twenty-somethings, I
don’t trust a memory (I’m told) un
less it’s of something 1 saw on TV—
but this much I can probably vouch
for: I was invited to attend a night at
the PEN Conference by Kirkpatrick
Sale, known to some as Larina's
roommate and co-architect
of the great girls’ cur- A
tew demonstration
of 1958, with,
whose daughter M
Rebekah I was a
good friend. I
remember Gore
Vidal introducing
Susan Sontag, the first
speaker, by way of
placing
N ew
Y ork
C ity
at the
g eographic
center of
the liter
ary world,
a
v ie w
which Sontag
took great pains
to discredit in her
opening remarks,
rattling off a dozen or so names,
Latin American and Eastern Euro
pean, until all doubt was removed. I
followed Sontag's talk with great
interest, never having heard her be
fore, though somewhere in there I
lost her, became just another orna
ment in whatever great theater we
were in, lost in the cadence o f the
place.
George Plimpton then intro
duced Mr. Vonnegut, who, in my
memory anyway, had revived his
famous failed Master's thesis for the
University of Chicago’s Anthropol
ogy Department and was now ap
plying it to bear upon the high divorce
rate in America. He drew a chart,
with the vertical axis representing
rising or falling fortune and the hori
zontal axis representing the passage
of time, that he believed corre
sponded to most of Western culture's
fairy tales, “Sleeping Beauty” for
instance; and showed how it also
could be applied to classics of West
ern literature, such as Hamlet. He
did this all on a huge chalkboard

with a piece of chalk so correspond
ingly large I could see it from the
second tier of seats. He then began
a new chart, starting on the fortune
axis in a position that might have
signified “pretty good” or “can’t
complain.” and told a Native Ameri
can myth that went something like
this: “Buffalo walks over field; Buf
falo gets thirsty; Buffalo drinks at
stream; Buffalo walks back over

\

field...”—casually strolling across
the chalkboard as he spoke, leaving
a plain horizontal line in his wake.
Noting that many people he'd talked
to over the years had reminisced
about their wedding day as the
greatest day of their lives, Vonnegut
ventured the opinion that that great
est day could be found near the end
of the graph typically representing
the Western fairy tale. Thus West
ern culture was failing its people by
neglecting to prepare them for all
the time that lay on the other side of
that day, beyond the scope of the
graph. They got their home where
the buffalo roam, but they had no
idea how to live once they got there.
Outside the theater, throwing
our limbs out of joint to attract pass
ing cabs, my party happened to run
into Mr. Vonnegut, and Mr. Sale
made the promised introduction,
annointing me “your greatest fan
besides me of course ." An albatross
around my neck couldn't have
humbled me any more efficiently.
Mr. Vonnegut brushed off the intro-

duction with a gracious handshake.
He was my first celebrity, and he
was, as I’ve mentioned, actually
larger than life. Embarrassed as I
was, I remember the complete con
versation we had before we jumped
into separate cabs:

in the grand living room by the fire
place, talking politics; the men were
gathered in the smaller rooms,
watching the late Sunday evening
football game.
Getting a cup of coffee in the
bam I met Mr. Vonnegut again.
Though I remember no actual words
Mr. Vonnegut: Hello. Nice to meet of this conversation, and they might
you.
not have been much more than
Mr. Schwaner: Hi.
“Some spread, huh?”, that brief mo
ment imprinted in me the possibility
of being a writer, not of becoming
one through some strange transfor
mation of personality or other
worldly metamorphosis, but of sim
ply being one, finding it inherent in
myself to grow in that direction.
That night we stayed at Donald
Barthelme’s apartment. I never met
Barthelme, who was in Europe at
the time, so I can’t say that I was ever
his friend, but I did sleep on his
couch, and though it wasn’t memo
rably comfortable, the apartment was
as impressive as Vidal's, if in a more
austere way. (Barthelme only had a
few books laying about, and most of
them were by Donald Barthelme.)
Reading over Vonnegut’s most
recent book. Fates Worse Than
Death, was somewhat troubling for
me, and made me think back to what
had captured my attention almost
ten years ago when I first started
reading his novels. Back then, if the
lllustration: Milh Acharya rest of life’s misfortunes failed to
get you down, “there was always
Fumed out we were heading to plain old death.” Now it seems
death has fallen a notch in Mr.
the same place.
Vonnegut’s book. And with it, I
Gore Vidal’s West Side “apart think, whatever hope evident in his
ment” had wall-to-wall, foot-thick writing that would lead him to sub
carpeting, wall-to-wall bookshelves, title Slaughterhouse Five “The
and a barn-sized appendage built Children's Crusade: A Duty-Dance
specially to house the caterers for with Death.” I think these new Fates
the party. I didn’t meet any of these have swept Vonnegut away from
people personally, except maybe for declaring any further crusades, and
Mr. Vidal, and I have seen some of ultimately this is what’s changed in
them on TV, but I’m pretty sure my his writing. The mother of a friend
memory’s real as regards their pres of mine once intimated that on her
ence that night: Ed Bradley, George tombstone she’d like the shape of a
Plimpton, Susan Sontag, Norman frog leaping, and beneath it the words
Mailer, Morley Safer, Gay Talese, HOP SPRINGS ETERNAL. Some
and a few score more whom I've where in Mr. Vonnegut’s books,
forgotten. After the first few waves maybe after the great closing scene
arrived, and people had settled stra in Bluebeard, the hop, for him any
tegically with their food, Rebekah way, stopped, and though spring is
and I cased the house and made the inevitable, even in Ithaca, it’s been a
following observations: every room, couple of books and a couple more
whether it was a bedroom, den, years since I’ve met it in my good
bathroom, or closet, seemed to be friend Kurt Vonnegut.
stuffed with books, mosdy hardcov
*
ers; each room also had a color TV;
by the end of our first hour there, we J e ff Schwaner lives and writes in
noticed tliat most of the women were Mecklenburg, New York.
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The Fam ily and Its D iscontents
M ark Shechner
Richard Stem has been a regular
and steady presence in our litera
ture fo r over thirty years, since the
publication o f his first novel Golk in
I960. His novels include Europe
(1961), In Any Case (1962), Stitch
(1965), Other M en’s Daughters
(1973), Natural Shocks (1978),
Packages (1980), and A Father’s
Words (1986). He has written sev
eral collections o f essays and short
stories, including most recently
Shares. He has been the holder o f
Guggenheim and Rockefeller Fel
lowships and other awards too
numerous to mention, and is pres
ently Helen Regenstein Professor of
English and General Humanities at
the University o f Chicago. This in
terview took place in January, 1993.

Urbane

continued from page 1
be phrase-bound and weak in dra
matic development. His instincts
are those of the anthropologist, who
works too close to life to imagine it
as fiction. Unlike his friend Saul
Bellow, Stem does not relish stories
so much as he does the touch, the
savor, the aroma of daily existence.
Thus his stories sometimes seem
rambling and incidental, tossed to
gether rather than constructed.
Sha res is one o f S tern’s
’’orderly miscellanies,” as he calls
them, a sm orgasbord of hors
d'oeuvres bound together by the
author’s native elegance and wit.
I'he stories themselves have a cer
tain loose and baggy feel to them,
never driving to a point when they
can cruise around it. In ‘T he Illeg
ibility of This World,” a middle-aged
husband, father, and homeowner has
a weekend alone while his wife goes
off on business. He schmoozes with
his cronies at The Round Table in
downtown Chicago, plays tennis
with his estranged son, who gives
him Kafka’s Metamorphosis to read
(“this is how you make me feel,
Dad”), rakes leaves with an incom
petent handyman, who asks him:
"W hat you fin k about dis
Hussein?"
“A tough guy. H e's shot peo
ple."
“He sure has nice suits. A nice
moostache too. ”

MS: In A Father's Words and
Shares, you write about the family
under stress. Let me quote some
thing you said in a previous interview
and ask if you want to add anything
toil. Speaking of A Father's Words.
you said, “Fathers are having rela
tionships with their children that
they didn’t have in the past. The
father is a competitor, a brother, a
friend in a way that didn’t exist for
most of human history. The old
paternal-filial decorum is under a lot
of pressure.” Any further reflections
on that?
RS: 1 suppose it has to do with the
heightened consciousness of a gen
eration which has access to every
manner of information about the
family. We are already several gen
erations after psychoanalysis
examined its depth. The myths of

psychoanalysis have been translated
into every’ sort of drama, every sort
of simplified work, and every sort of
complex treatise that’s imaginable.
O f course, the family and its
discontents have been staples of our
literature since Sophocles. But the
increased pressure does have to do
with the conception of role playing
and role taking, which draws out of
our predicaments an enriched and
tumultuous family literature, a the
sau ru s o f se lf-o b se rv a tio n ,
self-refiexivity, self-consciousness
about every relationship.
MS: In many of your stories there’s
a bitterness between fathers and sons.
Alienated and rebellious sons are
e v e ry w h e re.
There's Peter in
“The Illegibility
of this W orld,”

Alfrcd in “The Degradation of Ten
derness," there's Jack in A Father’s
Words, and in “Shares” there’s
Bobby's son Reg. One of those
interests me in particular There’s a
scene toward the end of A Father's
Words in which Sy Riemer goes to
visit his son Jack in New York and
takes Jack to dinner. Jack eats eve
rything in sight and then flees.
Something there is never explained.
Is Jack using drugs?
RS: No, Jack is tormented by a
sense of his inadequacy, which is
staged in this barrenness, this as
cetic life he has constructed. In a
sense he is telling his father, “All
right, I’m going to cut this out of
you, you owe
me, and I'm go
ing to indulge
myself. Basi-

cally my life without you has been
scarcely lived, but I can live it that
way.”
MS: Jack claims to be tortured by
philosophy, by unanswered ques
tions. He says, “You take a left
here, a right there, and all of a sud
den you know you don't know where
you are. You’re lost, so lost you
know you'll never get out."
RS: lhat is an element of it. He is
in love with wliat he can't deal with.
I le is sometimes preoccupied and
sometimes tormented with all sorts
of problems. Jack's particular
problems are philosophic. He feels
he is incapable of dealing with the
questions he raises.
MS: Reviewers of your work have
commented on the pressure you
place on language. John Gross once
see Discontents, page 11

And through it all he talks and
reflects, talks and reflects. A simple
bath sets off storms of reverie and
contemplation. Soaping gives rise
to thinking, and thinking gives rise
to more thinking. Random events
pass in review as the soap passes
from chest to crotch. “Remember
ing acts on you,” he reflects, as old
lovers spring to mind, he contem
plates his own death, thinks of Kafka.
"The mind lolls. What is a thought ?
Form without bulk.” What is the
point of it? Simply that this is the
dreamy side of an ordinary life. Is
nothng happening or is life going
on? Well, both, because life, for
Stem, is so much a mental event, and
it may be no accident that as Stem’s
characters drift though their days on
waves of thought we are reminded of
James Joyce’s characters in Ulysses,
whose inner monologues expand to
fill the vacuum of their day.
Among its enemies, and they are
many, this class numbers its children.
With nothing to aspire to, they learn
to aspire from. Given a stake in life
that is the envy of the world, they
find it morally insufficient. (Some
of Stem’s stories and novels remind
me uncomfortably of a tract about
youth rebellion written some years
back, Liberal Parents, Radical
Children, by Midge Decter, in which
the professional middle class stood
accused of fostering, almost by de
sign, the angry youth of the 1960s
that held their own social class in
contempt. Such things did happen.)
In “The Degradation of Tenderness”

the children of
our affectiv e
the middle class
lives by sexual
rise up against it,
ity.”
as a psychoana
E v e n tle ss
lyst’s son and
ness is Stern's
daughter join the
m edium , his
mutiny against
stock-in-trade,
their p a re n ts’
for it frees him
culture and grow
to do what he
ugly in revolt.
does best, to float
T hey destroy
like a butterfly
their father on
and sting like a
their way to glo
bee. (“Winking,
bal crusades, and
capering prose,”
daughter Patricia is last seen on CNN one reviewer calls it.) The thinner
news from the streets of Amman, the plot the thicker the mental at
Jordan, “crying out against her fa- mosphere. Where events fail, the
thcrland.” The family, in a Stem mind comes into play, filling the
story or novel, resembles a clinic, in cracks with words. Stem is a word
which some primal memory trace is thief, an absorber of arcane vocabu
being reenacted for the millionth laries: medicine, popular science,
time. In the title story, “Shares,” psychoanalysis, music. His charac
two brothers play out a lifelong pas ters are word-haunted, wordde deux of fraternal love and rivalry. absorbed, so that living is what they
Bobbie Share goes to college and manage to do in their spare time. In
law school and winds up in govern- a previous book, A Father’s Words,
ment, powerful, be-limousined, and an exasperated son tells his dad,
despised by his son. George Share “You sure know how to throw words
stays home, never marries, and be- ’ around.” Stem has Saul Bellow's
com es a sm all-tow n hedonist, voice down to the comma— the
establishing a cultural foundation in smart talk is uncanny. He out-Belorder to bestow upon the daughters lows Bellow: so knowing, so ironic,
of the town his brand of sexual phi- so on top of life. Open this book
lanthropy. And in “Veni, Vidi... anywhere, and the interior mono
Wendt” a tenured composer of ster logue leaps out with menacing
ile academic music lays siege to a brilliance.
colleague's wife in what he calls
“another tale o f M iddle-Class Eight AM ., slow getting started, not
Adultry (Genus: The Academy: from Ritt’s select company and barSpecies Music).” As he says, “We gain booze, but from sheer sludge o f
swim in a sexual sea, we measure time, skeins o f fat in blood, layers o f

surrender stacked in the passage
from sleep to waking.
Tlte musicological jaws were biting
the throats, ripping the flesh, and
drinking the blood o f every com
poser living and dead.... Within the
hirsute, vibrant nostrils o f Davidov,
1 read a terrible question: what so
matic deficit kept back from the
proper mode o f human expression,
murder? What sickness glued Ein
stein to his numbers, defrauded
Shakespeare o f dirk and pistol?
Where had I gone wrong, squirting
out musical sperm instead o f poi
son?
I suppose this need to multiply one
self is one o f the billion guises o f
libido. (Professor Lederberg Jourul
gender in bacteria; perhaps gravity
itself will turn out to be the lust o f
particles fo r each other.)
Does Richard Stem overwrite?
It has been said so, but there is
wisdom among these words. Truth
comes by-the-by, it sneaks in
through the cracks. W e're reading
along, minding our own business,
and suddenly here comes insight,
zoom, in a flash. For that, you can
put up with a lot.

*

Mark Shechner is a writer who lives
in buffalo. New York.
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The Poverty of Theory
In T h eo ry : C lasses, N ations,
Literatures
Aijaz Ahmad
Verso, 343 pp., $29.95
Shuchi Kapila
Aijaz Ahmad’s recent book is a
wide-ranging study of some of die
key issues in M arxist and
postcolonial theory. It is also an
uncompromising criticism of theory
as " a conversation among academic
professionals,” cut off from the
energies of a labor movement on the
ground, at a time when "reading has
become the appropriate form of
politics."
Defining im perialism and
socialism as the major dialectic of
our time, Ahmad traces the history
of the socialist projects in this
century, particularly after the
worldwide mid-century efforts at
decolonization had begun, and
locates the production of literary
theory within this history. He
describes the tremendous odds
against which the struggle for
socialism was conducted in
Indochina, S outhern A frica,
Nicaragua, and Cuba, and the
ensuing loss of faith in the socialist
project on the part o f the
“metropolitan left” in the West.
Ahmad writes that at the point
at which the rights of the newly
d e c o lo n iz e d
p e o p le
w ere
passionately espoused, "the whole
of the third world with its classes
w as sin g u la riz c d
into an
oppositionality, was idealized as the
site, simultaneously, of alterity and
authenticity.” It was in the ’80s that
nationalism began to be perceived
as repressive and coercive and, as in
the case of Iran, against all
d em o cratic p rin cip les. This
disenchantment with nationalist
causes created an empty space in
which poststructuralism, with its
suspicion of historical masternarratives, made its appearance.
Ahm ad's incisive critique of
poststructuralism is among the few
of its kind because he insists on a re
examination of those facile and
prom iscuous categories within
poststructuralist critical theory
which have gained wide currency,
despite their lack of any relation to
historical actuality. Ahmad does not
mince words when he points out that
certain concepts like “third world

nationalism" or "postcolonial” may
in fact have no analytic value or
theoretical content if applied to large
and disparate groups of writers or
theorists.
I lis criticism of the practice of
eclectic borrowing from various
theories with its resulting pastiche
comes at an opportune moment,
when we need to remind ourselves
that theoretical projects define our
class as well as our professional
affiliations. The book is a salutary
reminder that the application of a
standardized theoretical vocabulary
which ignores the historical
specificities of literary and cultural
texts produces a kind of cultural
criticism which erases differences
of class, geography, and history,
thereby impoverishing the category
of "culture."
A large part of the book deals
with the historical and political
im peratives that led to the
institutionalization of "Third World
L iterature" in the Am erican
academy. Ahmad makes us sensitive
to the politics of location that form a
part of any effort at canon formation.
His famous rejoinder to Fredric
Jameson’s piece on third world
literature, published in Social Text
in 1986, is included in the book.
Jam eson's reduction of all third
world literature to an allegory of
nationalism has been defended on
the grounds that it was an important
intervention at a time when literature
departments all over the IJS were
coming under pressure to expand
the syllabi to include writing by
people of different racial, ethnic,
and cultural backgrounds. Ahmad's
critique of Jameson s article brought
to the forefront issues about the
specificity of literary production and
the need t o a closer kx>k at this vast,
d is p a ra te ,
m u ltilin g u a l,
m u lticu ltu ra l, geographically
scattered third world. The question
here is whether Jameson's gesture,
though ill-inform ed, was wellintentioned, or whether the paradigm
he constructed only served to
perpetuate the stereotypes it set out
to destroy Ahmad maintains that,
instead of pointing to the need for
studying the evolving and
contemporary reality of the third
w o rld , Jam eso n
su b su m es
everything under one broad allegory,
making nationalism the only reality
of this world:

Asia, Africa and Latin America?
Historically, these countries were
never so closely tied together; Peru
and India simply do not have a
common history o f the sort that
Germany and France, or Britain
and the United States, have; not
even the singular experience o f
colonialism and imperialism has
been
in
specific ways
the same or
sim ila r in
India and
Namibia.

military nonalignment. Developing
countries, which adhered neither to
the US nor the Soviet bloc, were to
provide a balance of power in the
interest of world peace. But Ahmad
points out that the term “third world"
did not encapsulate a socially
consistent geography, but one
marked by its own hierarchies. Some
of the countries present at the
B a nd u n g
C o n fe re n c e
did not fit even
the initial definition ,
which seems
to have been
created by the
m edia, u n 
concerned by
any internal
inamsistencies:

that, by working within the wellestablished tradition which saw
literary texts as the repository of
"universal human values” in order
to demonstrate its Orientalist
assumptions, Said reproduces the
tradition he has been trying to
critique. Raising the question of the
validity of purely literary criticism,
Ahmad argues that “to provide the
enabling conditions of so-called
Orientalist discourse” you need to
take into account “histories of
economic exploitation, political
coercion, military conquest [which]
play the far more constitutive part.”
Objecting to Said’s effort to combine
a belief in humanism with Foucault’s
theory of “discourse,” Ahmad
claims that Said’s Orientalism lacks
the rigor with which Foucault
separates discourse "from canonical
tradition, from mentality, from
institution.” In other words, in
constructing a theory, Foucault
would give as much weight to facts
from social history or other kind of
data as to master texts like Said's
list of "great books” from which he
attempts to construct a seamless
history of Hurope from Ancient
Greece to the 19th century.
According to Ahmad, it is not
enough to discuss the production
and distribution of Western texts
but also “how these textualities
might have been received, accepted,
modified, challenged, overthrown
or reproduced by the intelligentsias
of colonized countries." He secs
Said's effort to produce a grand
history of Orientalism as an example
of a master narrative that, while
exposing the project of Western
Orientalism, at the same time
perpetuates the very Orientalist
notion of the “non-West” with no
history of its own.
lhe section on Said moves away
horn Orientalism to a critique of his
essay “Figures, Configurations,
Transfigurations." Here again the
emphasis is on specificities of class
and geography. Said’s description
of the reader and writer of literature
as a connoisseur o f world
experience, unshackled by any class
or social ties, imaginatively
consum ing the experience of
different nations and races, comes
under heavy attack:

T h e
arg u m e n t
that Jam e
son’s article
lias to he seen
in the context
of the histo
....even in this
rical moment
m e d i at i c
in which it
presentation,
was w rit
this tripartite
ten— a time
division o f the
Aijaz Ahmad
when there
w o rld had
was a need for the inclusion of non- nothing to do with modes o f
canonical lite ratu re in the production, or with social systems
currriculum— loses its force in the or even with structures o f feeling, as
light of Ahmad's analysis of the this division would later be conceived
process of canonization of third o f by theorists o f literature.
world texts in the Western academy
I le points out that a whole range of
So what exactly do theorists of
writers like Neruda Allejo, Octavio literature mean when they use a
Paz, Puentes, G arcia Marquez, category like “third world”? Do
Rushdie, and Naipaul were already they suggest that all countries which
major figures in modem literature, are roughly at the same stage of
not only included in literature courses capital formation produce the same
and taught extensively, but publicly kind of literature? One could point
honored by various prestigious to “third world” pockets within the
awards. More pertinently, Ahmad first world, to cultural and ethnic
th a t
a rc
calls for a closer examination of the c o m m u n i ti e s
p r in c ip a ls
of
“ s e le c tiv e underprivileged and do not share the
incorporation” that create the canon benefits of development. What do
of third world literature. Rejecting they have in common with the “third
the notion that all works of third w orld” in term s o f literary
world literature are allegories of production? Certainly, simplistic
nationalism, Ahmad suggests that formulations based on geographical
tliis view has prevailed because all location or a reductive history do not
allegories of nationalism have been do justice to these difficult and
seen as representative of third world involved questions.
A central section of In Theory is
literature.
In his critique of the “three a critique of the methodology and
worlds theory,” Ahmad goes to the theoretical assumptions of hdward
origin of the term “third world” Said in his monum ental work
which gained currency after the Orientalism. The basis of Ahmad's
Bandung Conference in 1955, critique of Said’s “humanism” is that
attended by leaders of the newly it creates a unified notion of the
independent countries of Asia and "West" by privileging literary and
Africa. Ihe “third world," as defined philological texts from Dante to .. .this is the imperial geography
see Theory, page 12
at the conference, was a space of Hdward Land, lhe problem here is
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T he P assover H aggadah
dating back to 245 CE (around the
time of the codification of laws in
the Mishnah) was unearthed at DuraEuropus (Syria). Its walls were
covered with magnificent frescoes
and mosaics depicting Biblical
events. Not only was this evidence
of Jewish artistic expression, but it
may have bearing on the origins of
Christian art.
Then how to explain the relative
Irving M ink
paucity
of Jewish art and illumi
Thou shalt not make unto thee a
nated
namuscripts
remaining today?
graven image, nor any manner o f
Indeed,
there
may
have been com
he Haggadah is the classic likeness o f anything that is in heaven
m
unities
w
here
the B iblical
three-thousand-year-old tale above or that is in the earth beneath
injunctions
were
interpreted
liter
of the Jewish people’s Exo or that is in the water under the
ally
(especially
during
the
years
of
earth.
dus from Egypt. Upon the conclu
Islamic
fundamentalist
rule),
and
sion of their epic journey from
artistic endeavor was discouraged.
captivity to the Promised Land,
However, the most likely explana
Moses enjoined his people to pass
tion
for the disappearance of almost
on the story of this seminal event in
the
entire
body of Jewish art was the
Jewish history to all future genera
wholesale
destruction of Hebrew
tions (Exodus XIU:8):
books and artifacts by Christian
censors in the centuries up through
And thou shalt tell (vehiggadeta in
the Middle Ages.
Hebrew) thy son on that day, say
Fortunately, in the 19th cen
ing: This is (being celebrated)
tury,
m agnificent m edieval
because o f that which the Lord did
illuminated Hebrew manuscripts
for me when / came forth from Egypt.
were discovered to have been pre
served in European libraries. Among
Since that time Jews worldwide
these were the dozen or so (known
have done just so, each springtime
to exist) fully illuminated Haggadot
during a festive evening meal (the
dating from the late 13th to late 14th
Seder) marking the beginning of the
centruries. Some, like the Birds'
eight-day holiday of Passover (the
Head and Dragon Haggadot from
fifteenth through twenty-second
Germany and France, were illus
days of the Hebrew month of Nisan).
trated with figures, animals and
This telling, or "haggadah,” was at
grotesques in the Ashkenazic
first transmitted orally, generation(Northern European Jewish) style,
to-generation, varying according to
along the borders of the text. More
different family traditions. About
200 CE the exact ritual for the
richly illum inated were the
Passover Eve service was delineated
Sephardic Haggadot from Spain,
as part of a codification of basic oral
Catalonia, and southern France,
Jewish law, in the Mishnah, a part of
dating from the 14th century (Bar
the Talmud (commentaries to the
celona, Kaufman, Golden, Sassoon,
Hebrew Bible). This story of the
Rylands and the most recently dis
events leading up to the start of the
covered Sarajevo Haggadah). The
majority of these kept the illustra
Exodus was called, appropriately
tions (usually miniatures four to a
enough, the Passover Haggadah.
page) either at the beginning or end,
The first known full text of what
w i
rn m
kjv embellished with gold leaf or paint.
is basically the present Haggadah,
I
rtr
19K 7
After Gutenberg’s invention of
which brought together all the Tal
mudic rulings to that date, was
movable type in 1436, printing dis
recorded in 9th -century CE
placed the need for handcrafted
Babylonia by Rabbi Amram ben
manuscripts and allowed even the
Shcshnah, as a small part of his
poorest families to obtain Haggadot.
prayerbook (Siddur Rab Amram).
However, it was not until ninety
Since that time, the text of the story
years later (1526) that the first illus
has remained virtually unchanged
trated printed edition o f the
through almost 3500 versions known
Later, in Deuteronomy IV: lb- Haggadah was produced. The
18 this prohibition was reinforced Prague Haggadah, published by
to exist.
Gershom Ha-Cohen, featured 60
The Haggadah, however, has and clarified:
woodcut illustrations by the artist
not been maintained within a rigidly
defined and static format. In the ....and make you a graven image, Hayyim Schwartz, and became the
13th century, the Haggadah was even the form o f any figure, the like preeminent model for subsequent
separated out from the synagogue ness o f male or female, the likeness Haggadot, establishing iconographic
prayers, and became a book for use o f any beast that is on the earth, the genres and pictorial traditions that
in the home, with an emphasis on likeness o f any winged fow l that have remained closely associated
illustrations, songs and stories to flieth in the heaven, the likeness o f with the Passover celebration. The
keep children entertained during the anything that creepeth on the ground, Amsterdam Haggadah (1695) was
Seder. Since then, the Haggadah the likeness o f any fish that is in the the first to use copper plate engrav
has been modified and enriched with water under the earth,...
ings to illustrate a Haggadah, and
all types of illustrations and the ad
became a model for subsequent
dition o f prayers and songs
owever, succeeding gen publications, effectively discourag
memorializing significant events in
e r a tio n s
o f ra b b is ing major innovation and creative
Jewish history. These events have
interpreted these injunc design. By the end of the 18th
century,
been almost universally tragic, from
tions so as to encourage artistic
ac there were over two hun
Biblical times in ancient Israel, to tivity, provided it did not lead to dred different printed editions of
the years o f exile and persecution in idolatry nor impair the belief in a Haggadot in circulation; over one
the Diaspora (lands outside Israel) non-corporeal Creator. In the 11th thousand by the beginning of this
and the horrors of the Holocaust.
Century, Maimonides clearly de century, and over three thousand
Next to the Bible, the Haggadah fined the principle in his Code of today, all of them varying greatly in
has received more artistic interpre Jewish Law: ‘T he sin of idolatry is artistic merit.
In recent times there has been a
tation than any other Jewish book. It committed not when the beauty of
revival
of interest in the creation of
images
is
admired,
but
when
they
has been a favorite object of Jewish
beautifully
illustrated Haggadot. A
are
endowed
with
divine
attributes.”
(and sometimes non-Jewisb) artists
few
have
been
especially notewor
In
1932
an
ancient
synagogue
and illuminators, and has been the
The Moss Haggadah
David Moss
Bet Alpha Editions, Rochester, NY
Facsimile edition: $6500.00, 2 vol.
(1987)
Trade edition: $175.00 (1990)
Translation booklet (set of 6): 20
pp„ $25.00

main source of knowledge of how
Jews looked and what clothes they
wore in Jewish society through the
3ges.
But how to reconcile this rich
ness of Jewish artistic expression
with the Biblical injunctions against
the making of representational art?
Initially, the .Second Commandment
(Exodus XX :4) dictated:

T

i
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thy, including those of Arthur Szyk,
Ben Shahn, Leonard Baskin, and
Moss. A magnificent version by
Szyk, a Polish-bom artist who emi
grated to the United States in 1944,
was published in Jerusalem by the
Massadah Printing Press in 1956;
bound in velvet, it integrated handlettered and printed calligraphy,
illumination, illustration, and stun
ning m iniaturization with the
traditional narrative.
liven though Szyk used medi
eval techniques and references in
his illustrations, the characters were
mostly reflective of the decade of
the 1930s when Szyk executed them;

V

*
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pious old men and women of the
eastern European ghettos, young
pioneers of the New Palestine, the
brutal Junkers and nascent Nazi
thugs of the rapidly deteriorating
German and European society.
In 1965 a seven-color photo
lithographic Haggadah fo r Passover
illustrated by Ben Shahn was pub
lished in facsimile edition. Shahn,
bom in Lithuania, had begun his
Haggadah in America, when he was
in his early thirties. The renderings
were based on childtKxxl memories,
but were heavily flavored with Ori
ental imagery as a result of his travels
among the Jews of the island of
Djerba, off the Tunisian coast. The
original paintings were done in
w atercolor with some gouache
highlights, but the publisher to whom
they were submitted refused to print
in color. Disappointed, Shahn sold
his work to Mrs. Frieda Schiff
Warburg and it was eventually do
nated to the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America, ending up as
part of the Judaica collection of the
Jewish Museum. Years later,

Trianon Press prevailed upon Shahn
to finish his designs (eleven pages
were complete; the twelfth needed
more work) and provide additional
illustrations for a facsimile edition.
The book pages measured 8 1/2" x
11 3/4" and read from right to left,
with Shahn's illustrations surround
ing the hand-lettered Hebrew text.
Pages without illustration contained
some calligraphs accompanying
typeset Hebrew, and on facing pages
were the translation and explanatory
notes. It was a wonderful example
of contemporary art applied to an
cient ritual.
More recently (1974) the Cen
tral Conference of American Rabbis
published A Passover Haggadah (a
revision o f The New Union
Haggadah) designed and illustrated
by the well-known I^onard Baskin,
containing individual pages of eso
teric mixtures of stylized calligraphy
and symbolic figuration, all in
watercolor medium. The book was
printed in two sizes, an imposing 9
1/2" x 14" and a more convenient 7"
x 10" for use during the holiday
meal. T his book read from right to
left and the full-colored paintings
with hand-drawn Hebrew letters
were on separate pages. Paragraphs
of English translation alternated with
sections of Hebrew text, a very
practical arrangement for conducting/discussing the ritual.
There have been other beauti
fully illustrated modern-day versions
of the I Iaggadah published around
the world, but few can compare with
the virtuosity of these three artists
and the richness of their interpreta
tions. Most recently, however, a
work has been produced which
combines profound scholarship with
clever and skillful artistic depiction,
and which in this generation is
unique: The Moss Haggadah.
With over three thousand ver
sions of the traditional Haggadah
already in existence, why and how
another Haggadah? In a modernday expression o f a medieval
tradition, a beneficent patron com
missioned a modern-day scribe to
conceive and create a richly illus
trated manuscript for the patron's
personal collection and use.
David Moss, bom in 1946, grew
up in Dayton, Ohio, in a Jewish but
non-observant home. He became
steeped, however, in the founda
tions, expressions, and traditions of
his religion in early adulthood. He
became fascinated with the beauty
and mystery of Hebrew calligraphy
and art, especially so during the
reading of the Haggadah at his
grandfather’s Seder table. In the
decade beginning in 1969 he suc
cessfully revived the ancient art of
the handmade Jewish marriage con
tract (Ketubah) which combined the
art of Hebrew calligraphy with
manuscript illumination.
In 1980 Moss met with Richard
Levy, who had commissioned a
Ketubah a few years previously, and
who had been following Moss's ar
tistic career. Levy and his wife
Beatrice were serious collectors of
Judaica, especially antique Hebrew
illuminated manuscripts. An agree
ment was reached that Moss should
undertake a major year-long project,
coinciding with a sabbatical the Moss
family was planning in Israel: the
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as a Work of Art
design and execution of a large,
hand-written/illuminated Haggadah
on animal vellum pages, in tradi
tional format.
n Israel, Moss began what was
to eventually require three years
of full-time study, travel and
work in libraries and museums
Israel, England, and America. The
result was a unique, personal inter
p retatio n o f the trad itio n al
Haggadah, a scholarly and artistic
tour de force in which he used a
combination of ancient and modem
techniques to produce the first
markedly different illustrated book
of the Passover story to be seen in
many years.
'Hie single goatskin-bound vol
ume contained 100 calfskin vellum
hand-prepared illustrated/illuminated pages and four paper pages,
each 11 3/4" by 18 1/8". The
multicolored calligraphy (hand-let
tering skills perfected during his
years of writing marriage contracts)
and micrography (the art of drawing
pictures and designs with extremely
small characters) were painstakingly
done with turkey feather quills or
bambot) rods, using India and Chi
nese inks. Whenever a direct quote
from the Torah ( the Hebrew Bible)
was used, the musical notations
(which accompany every
word of the Torah) were
written in blue, ritual in
structions were in brown
and the text to be recited
was rendered in black.
Brilliantly colored il
lum inations and illus
trations were done using a
variety o f media: brushed
and burnished gold leaf
over gesso base, traditional
egg tempera and gouache
(opaque watercolor) and
the relatively new acrylic
polym er w ater-thinned
paints. In addition, Moss
included delicate works of
art probably never included
in a Hebrew book before:
hand-scalpel cut paper
cu to u ts liftable from
colored backgrounds.
Also, the Haggadah fea
tured two facing pages
embellished with highly
reflective mylar mirrors, a
fold-out section and map
o f intricate detail, and
pages adorned with mini
ature real turning cups,
seals, and tiny books.
The work was con
ceived as a Levy family
heirloom; it contained a
calendar indicating what
day of the week Passover
would fall every year up to
the Jewish year 6000,
spaces to enter where the
family celebrated die Seder
each year, and the family
members who participated
over the generations.
Other purchasers of
Moss’s Ketubot were captivated by
his latest accomplishment, and, in
1985, Neil and Sharon Norry formed
Bet Alpha Editions for the express
purpose of publishing facsimiles of
the Moss Haggadah In 1987, the
Norrys reproduced Moss’s original
in a limited five-hundred-copy

I

signed edition called A Song o f
David. These leather-bound, folio
sized books are as true to the original
as possible, with 104 manuscript
pages printed by offset lithography
in up to ten colors. They are com
plete with laser-produced (rather
than scapel-cut) lacy papercuts, gold
and
in silver foil, cups, seals, etc. A
clolhbound commentary volume,
printed in letterpress black-andwhite duotones, accompanies each
facsimile manuscript. Many major
institutions have purchased these
facsimiles (the British Museum,
Getty Museum, rare book rooms of
Princeton, Yale, and Harvard Uni
versities; even the White House
purchased one for presentation by
President Reagan to President
Herzog of Israel on the occasion of
the first state visit of an Israeli presi
dent to the United States). Most of
the remaining copies have been pur
chased by individual collectors of
Judaica.
Encouraged by the success of
this venture, Moss and his publish
ers were prompted to produce yet a
third and more readily affordable
rendition of his very unusual work.
The Moss Haggadah, a trade edi
tion, was released in 1990. This
single, cloth-bound 9" x 13 3/4"
volume is divided into two portions.

ing techniques. The simulated pa
per-cuts are printed over their
background colors; gold leaf used in
the original illuminations and illus
trations is closely approximated by
printing ink, as are the cups, seals^nd
little books which, in the original
and its facsimiles, were real and
hand-applied. However, the
Hebrew section of this
printed version does con
tain two pages where
reflective mirrored foil has
been laid in, as well as a
large fold-out map section
similar to the previous edi
tions.
The second portion of
the trade edition, reading
from left to right, is a 62-page English
commentary and explanation for
every symbol and device used on
each of the Hebrew pages; here the
painstaking scholarship of the au
thor becomes remarkably evident.
In addition, a laser-cut frameable reproduction of one of the
original paper-cuts is included in a
cover pocket, as is a separate book
let containing a word-for-word
English translation.
A detailed discussion of Moss's
masterful use of metaphor in both
text and illustration is beyond the
scope of this review, as is the phi-
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Haggadah and Commentary. Start
ing from right to left is the
multi-colored 104-page Haggadah
in Hebrew, printed on parchmentcolored paper, illustrated and
illuminated with coloration and text
as true to the original as can be
accomplished by meticulous print

liii

losophy underlying his choices.
However, a few examples may
transmit the flavor of the full work.
The titles are Moss's own.
B ird's Head Revisited
Directly after the traditional

E'our Questions asked by the young
est participant, inquiring as to the
meaning of the Passover celebra
tion, Moss uses an unsettling
metaphor to illustrate the traditional
reply: “We were slaves of Pharoah
in Egypt...’’ Borrowing from the
Bird’s Head Haggadah (Germany,

in an ellipse, depicting authentically
costumed Jewish people from vari
ous lands. Silvered mirrors are on
facing ellipses, providing a reflec
tion for each portrait when the book
is closed, thereby enabling each rep
resentative of a generation to literally
“see himself' as the Haggadah dic
tates.
The Hallel Prayer
Not all is sadness;
two pages are devoted to
a whimsical adaptation
of two Chassidic tunes
set to Psalm 114, the
heart o f the H allel
(Psalms of Praise). Six
hundred tiny figures, representing
the 600,000 Jews who left Egypt,
march across the pages, their heads
forming the musical notes. The fig
ures who represent the last note of
each measure carry staffs that mark
off the musical bars. For the partici
pants who read/play music this could
add to the joy of the Seder.

c. 1300), which depicts a group of
Jews with bird heads, each wearing
the conical “Jews’ Hat" they were
forced to wear by Church decree of
the Lateran Council of 1215, Moss's
illustrations has these figures sitting
or standing on perches. The overlaid
cutout page captures them with an
imprisoning birdcage, whose doors
are the infamous gates of Auschwitz.
ecause of its size, construc
Thus Moss juxtaposes the humilia
tion, and cost, it might be
tions imposed on Jews pictured in
difficult to justify using the
the earliest surviving illuminated
German Haggadah, with a reminder Moss Haggadah at the Seder cer
of the recent tenors of the Nazi con emony rather than maintaining it in
centration camps.
a collectible showcase or as a coffee
table showpiece (wine stains might
not be appreciated as proper memo
The Blessing Of
rabilia of the occasion). Also, in a
Diversity
practical and functional sense, the
In the Torah the in separation of translation and com
junction ‘T ell your son..." mentary from the traditional Hebrew
is used four separate times ritual does not lend itself readily to
with instructions on how use at the festive meal by anyone
to reply to questions from other than the leader of the Seder. If
four different types of the book were used, however, it
children: one wise, one could provide a rich source of topics
wicked or scornful, one and ideas for the leader to stimulate
simple, inm>ccnt, or fool discussion, maintain interest, and
ish and the last “one who keep the kids awake, fulfilling the
knows not how to ask." objective of the “telling.”
The London Jewish Chronicle,
These sons have been
favorite objects of illustra referring to the facsimile edition,
tion in alm ost every described Moss's Haggadah:
1laggadah, and have been
portrayed as rabbis or Moss has pushed to their limits the
scholars (wise son); sol practical and spiritual boundaries
d iers, or in S zy k 's o f the art o f the scribe. In doing so.
Haggadah, assim ilators he has created a work that is unique
(wicked); simpletons or in conception and brilliant in ex
very young children (sim ecution. crea tively m erging
ple); babies,
or too calligraphy, illustration, commen
preoccupied to pay atten tary, philosophy and scholarship.
tion (knows not how to It is a Haggadah fo r our time.
ask). Moss chooses to use
the iconography of richly
It would be hard to argue with
decorated medieval play this assessment, even though there
ing cards, one for each type may be more beautiful Ilaggadot in
o f son: King (w ise); museums, libraries, or private col
armored knight on horse lections. Indeed, traditional purists
back (w icked); page might not be pleased with Moss’s
(simple); and jester or fool artistic style, iconographic choices,
(inarticulate). Here he em and interpretations, nor his personal
phasizes the reality that, as commentaries. It cannot be denied,
in a game of chance, we however, that David Moss has cre
have no control over the ated a modem masterwork of Jewish
children dealt us; it is our art and expression.
duty as parents and educa
tors to play our hand based
on the attributes of the
children we are given.

B

Historical Reflections
To illustrate the passage “In Irving Mink is an artist who lives in
every generation, a person must see Buffalo.
himself as if he personally had come
out of Egypt...." Moss paints a por All illustrations are from the Moss
trait gallery of men and women, each Haggadah.
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Pilgrim 's Path
continued from page 1
in life until it is too late. There was
of education at the Cleveland Mu no question that I couldn’t do cer
seum of Art and a professor of art at tain things until my father was out
Case Western Reserve. He was a of the picture. Too bad. Tough. But
man of strong progressive opinions each of us is going to go through
and urbane civility—a “modernist” that in the lives of our children. I
in his aesthetic and social values. have a son who is a professor of the
And he was a man filled with contra history of religions, and he said to
dictions. “From my childhood, he me once when he was very young,
laid down principles by which I ‘You cast your shadow across my
should conduct myself so as to get life.’ And that really rooted me in
the best out of life while also—it has the guts of generational process.
to be said— not upsetting the equi Because I was casting a shadow
librium of our family centered on across his life that had been cast on
him self,” Munro writes in her me. Each of us, in turn, probably
memoir. “For though he was to the has to struggle with someone be
world a mild man known for his fore we can live a free life.”
remarkable clarity of mind and def
What followed was Originals.
erential manners, in the bosom of For Munro, the book represented a
his family he was dominance itself. personal and artistic breakthrough.
Indeed, I once heard a colleague "Originals was the first book where
affectionately tease him for being I felt that I really had a handle on
“the last of the patriarchal fathers.” my own way of doing things. I had
The atmosphere of the Cleveland interviewed these 40 or so women
household was alternately liberat
ing and repressive, with the father
counseling his children to be free
and natural, yet warning daughter
Eleanor to guard her virginity at all
costs. “You want to be the equal of
men,” he told her at one point. “So
you are. I brought you up to be an
independent thinker. Not to marry
the first man who comes along.
However, it’s sad but true...a virgin
brings more on the marriage market.
Therefore I counsel you. ..” Her
struggles with him were traumatic;
his figure loomed large in her life,
inspiring devotion and guilt, love
and anger in extremes.
After a rebellious adolescence,
four years at Smith College, and a
year at the Sorbonnc, Munro came
to New York and the bohemian ’50s
scene. She took to acting and was
cast in the role of Lean Anguish in
Picasso’s only play, Desire Caught
by the Tail, at the Living Theatre. In
1952 she went to work as a writer
and editor at Artnews and as man
aging editor of the Artnews Annual,
beginning her career as a critic and
meeting the man who was to be her and then I sat down in my little hut
first husband, editor Alfred Frank up on the Cape to write. I had
furter. “When I was a kid, back in always believed, because of my
the ’50s, I really loved what I was father’s influence and because of
learning,” she says. “New York was the way the art world was, that in
a very exciting place then. After all, order to write appropriately about
the Abstract Expressionists were just the arts one had to maintain an
coming on the scene. In my work at objective position vis-a-vis the art
Artnews as a young reviewer I got a ist and the work. That was the
chance to really get to know people modernist criterion for good writ
like Rothko and so on, and that was ing about the arts— one was
objective, quasi-scicntific, and ab
very exciting.”
In 1959 she left the magazine to solutely unadulterated by empathy,
begin a career as a freelance writer. feelings of identification with the
Two years later her Encyclopedia o f artist, or identification in a human
Art was published. This earliest and way with the work. And, more than
least personal of her books was some people, I was absolutely
among her most successful, and re formed and shaped by that ideol
mained in print until recently. The ogy. It’s as if my father had been a
next decade brought more free-lance communist and I’d had to work my
work and, in 1965, the death of her way out of it. He wasn’t a commu
husband; she married E. J. Kahn a nist, of course, but a modernist
few years later. A book on the art of ideologue, and there was a right
the T ’ang dynasty, Through the way and a wrong way to think about
Vermilion Gates, appeared in 1971. intellectual and artistic issues. And
Then, in 1974, her father died. The whenever, in my early days at
event was both sad and liberating. Artnews, I would veer into the
“There was a great deal of unre ‘wrong’ way and send him an arti
solved stuff there,” Munro says. “I cle I had written, he said, ‘That is a
always felt free in some sense, but 1 terrible way to write about art. You
didn't always feel free to write the are doing exactly what I've spent
way 1 wanted to. There are many sad my whole life preaching against.’
aspects to life and there is no evasion And all during my years at Artnews
of it. And one of the sad things is I had followed his directives. But
frequently that the creative adven that wasn’t really what I wanted to
ture of a life that is stimulated in do. I am deeply interested in char
childhood by certain relationships acter and character development.
“So I had all this wonderful
doesn’t have a chance to be redeemed

material and I was fascinated by it.
And I thought, am I going to write it
up in a cold-blooded, critical, juthistorical way, and I thought, no, the
hell with it, this is my book. And the
rain was pattering on my little hut out
in the pines and every once in a while
a raccoon would come by, and it was
just a lovely summer. I wrote each
essay from a very personal point of
view. Some were dialogues, some
were monologues. In some cases 1
allowed the artist to speak uninter
ruptedly, in some cases I had to
transform the whole thing myself. It
was giddily liberating and fun for me
to do the book the way I wanted. And
it was received very, very warmly,
particularly by the artists, and that
made me very happy because I did
feel I had touched something. It’s
great to feel you’ve touched a nerve
when you’re just beginning to find
your own way.”

times on a trip I had asked myself
why that arrival had been so signifi
cant in thinking about the thing, and
realized that there was always a kind
of rhythm to my experiences, my
travels— a going, a confrontation,
some sort of mild epiphany or evalu
ation, and then a return. So 1 began
reading about pilgrimages.”
This book, too, was well re
c e iv e d ,
and
sh e
b ecam e
acknowledged as something of an
authority on the subject. The fol
lowing year, Annie Dillard would
select her essay "On the Pilgrim’s
Path to Lourdes” for inclusion in
The Best American Essays o f 1988.
But her father's shade still hov
ered in the background of her life;
she had yet to make her peace with
him. During all this time—begin
ning virtually upon her father’s death
and continuing throughout the writ
ing of Originals and On Glory

Eleanor M unro
.

* 1

The l)Ook was well received by
the art world and feminists alike.
“Your book is extremely moving,”
wrote Robert Motherwell. “I admire
its balance. And your conclusion that
those remarkable women share, with
all their diversity, a deep affinity with
nature and its rhythms, seems to me
true, and honestly arrived at, not im
posed.” “Eleanor Munro’s book is
m ind-expanding,” wrote Gloria
Steinem. "By using life-experience
to shed light on creative work— and
vice versa—she engages, in her own
way, in that search for a new Unity
which the pioneer women she de
scribes have achieved in their art.”
After the book appeared, Munro
began lecturing on the subject of
women artists and continued free
lancing. Her next book, On Glory
Roads, would appear eight years later.
Its subject matter-religious pilgrimage-would represent something of a
departure for the author, but reflected
a longstanding interest.
“Something about various types
of religious experience has always
drawn me,” she says. “At the time 1
was caught up in New Age explora
tions and, also, had always been
interested in Asian philosophy: as an
undergraduate at Smith College I had
won a prize for an essay on the
meaning of the tao. 1 had traveled a
lot to far-flung, Third World places,
and also historic places, and I found,
when I reflected on it, that many

Roads— Munro had been writing her
autobiography. But Memoir o f a
M odernist's Daughter, which ap
peared in 1988, was not the book she
had originally written. “I loved the
first version
of the memoir; it was
*
much more inspired and much more
sp raw lin g and m uch m ore
postmodern,” Munro says. "It be
gins on a dark note and ends on a
dark note. I thought of it as Joycean,
really. It was called “Memoir in the
Shape of a Day” and I really sort of
planned it on the basis of Ulysses
and Penelope. I mean, it was so full
of stuff, you can't imagine. But I
couldn’t find a publisher for it.
“After I published On Glory
Roads I really wanted to publish the
memoir and Viking was interested,
but I knew I wouldn’t get them to
publish it unless it was much shorter
and tighter. So I revised it and threw
out a whole lot of stuff, and the final
version is very tight. Philip Lopate
said it’s a shapely book, and I like
that, but it's more than shapely, it’s
neatened up. Somebody else said
it’s optimistic, and that sort of chilled
me, since I didn’t really intend it to
be optimistic, but it is optimistic the
way it works.”
As its title indicates, Memoir o f
a M odernist's Daughter is domi
nated by the figure of Munro's lather,
with whom the narrative begins and
ends. The book is an attempt to come
to terms, at last, with that seemingly

indomitable force in her life. In her
intnxiuction, she writes that she “felt
removed from the generative sources
of my life and for a while could only
write, as [Edmund] Gosse did, in a
driven way expressive of confusion
and pain. I had to find a way back,
not directly but as a circumnaviga
tor ends up back by having
persevered forward. On that long
trip home, so to speak, I passed
through a more fundamental con
tinuum of feeling and awareness
than the one I’d earlier felt impris
oned in, deeper than cultural idiom,
more universal than family. And
then, by one of those natural mira
cles of conception the imagination
provides, I found I was able to draw
this long engagement to a close.” It
was, she hoped, the conclusion of a
chapter of her life. Yet even now her
thoughts return to Thomas Munro
again and again. During our conver
sation he was a constant reference
point: sentences would begin, "I
was just thinking the other night
that my father...,” or “Well, my fa
ther believed....” Such powerful
parents have a way of hanging onto
their children's fives.
Yet a new phase of Munro’s
creative fife has begun. After com
piling an anthology of wedding
readings for Viking in 1989 (“I
wanted to do a book that would
make some money ”), Munro turned
to fiction; she is currently at work
on her first novel. She won’t dis
cuss the story, but says she hopes to
finish it within the next year. One
problem, she admits, is carving out
enough uninterrupted writing time
from her life in Manhattan. And
there are other difficulties.
"I'm really at a loss at the mo
ment. I'm having a lot of trouble
figuring out where to go now, be
cause it seems to me that everything
I did in my life, to the point of the
last book I published, was moving
toward a certain resolution of a way
of looking at the world. And I did
think that art was the great vehicle
of redemption of lost time. 1 be
lieved that. I believed that the
reflected-upon fife was a redemp
tion for flaws in the life along the
way.
"I think that in the case of my
father— if I may bring him up yet
one more time, because so many of
the things I do bounce off the exam
ple of him, because he was such a
quintessential person and everything
that was a failure about him in some
respects was a strength about him,
too— he died as he had lived, and
read the great Ixxiks until the end of
his life. And I think that he would
have said at any point in his long and
sad dying period that his life had
been redeemed by great, towering
works of human genius that he had
pressed his forehead against, so to
speak, paying the dues of his life to
them. That’s what art used to be
about. But somehow it seems irrel
evant to what I'm doing now. I just
feel that this world we’ve drifted
into in these last 10 years has be
come a shattered place.”

J. Michael Serino is a writer and
editor and Janice Ijevy is an assist
ant professor o f photography at
Ithaca College.
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Discontents
continued from page 6
described you as a “jeweler of lan
guage." “He worries and frets and
tinkers to get the smallest matters
just right." I noticed that particu
larly in an older story you included
in Shares, “Veni, Vedi ...Wendt,"
which you wrote in 1968 and resur
rected for this collection. The
language there is tense and com
pacted.
More recently, your
language appears to
have relaxed.
RS: In part, the book
Shares exists because of
that story. It had to be
left out of Noble Rot [an
earlier collection, pub
lished in 1989] because
there wasn’t room for it.
That bix>k was to be my
collected stories, in time
for my 60th birthday.
The style of that story
came from an earlier
novel titled
Stitch
[1964] and reached a
climax in that particular
story. I liked it and
wanted to preserve it.
But you’ll notice that
every story in the book
has its own style. I don't
like to feel settled into a
single voice. The tone
of “The Illegibility of
this World” differs from
that of “The Degrada
tion of Tenderness ”and
the two vignettes that end the book:
“The Anaximander Fragment” and
"In a Word, Trowbridge." One point
of the btx)k is to display a multitude
of writing styles.
MS: “Trowbridge” is certainly the
most oblique take on Operation
Desert Storm I’ve seen so far.
RS: It was published by The / Jewish
Daily/ Forward, you know.
MS: On the subject of language,
and language as it works in the fam
ily, in A Father's Words, Sy Riemcr's
lady friend Hmma complains of the
verbal pyrotechnics of the Riemer
household, “The Riemer Sound and
Light Show." Sy says, “I’ve not
been short- changed when it comes
to indictment. For my children, it’s
the household sport. Accusation,
analysis, critical gossip, filled our
rooms.” To maintain a high level of
accusation is a necessity among the
Riemers. Sounds like growing up in
a family like tliat is iiard work. Wlial
does Emma call them, "Athletes of
the mouth” ?
RS: Well, I' m told now and then by

my children that this is the tone of
our household. But 1 myself am not
aware of it and really don’t believe
it. 1 mean, I imagine characters and
describe what I imagine, though the
character of Sy Riemer is related to
my own verbal consciousness.
MS: To stay with language for just
a moment. You've spoken in a
number of places about working up
special vocabularies. In Other Men's

Daughters you exploit a medical
vocabulary; elsewhere, music and
psychoanalysis. You've spoken of
doing this for the comic potential.
RS: All kinds of potential. When I
was writing Other M en’s Daughters
I read a book on diirst, and it was
clear that this technical book could
translate into an emotional situation
1 was interested in. The vocabulary
is a Uiickening agent.
MS: Music is a constant source of
metaphors for you. Are you a musiciat ?
RS: No, I'm not, but music is im
portant to my life. In “Veni,
Vidi.. Wendt” the main character is
a composer, and some musicians
have told me that his way of talking
holds up pretty well. I try to get into
the mental lives of other profes
sions, though I’ve never written
about a writer.
MS: There is a line in A Father's
Words about Emma: “Even talking
baby talk—dial pornography of lov
ers—Emma's voice was enchanting.
It’s like hearing one of those rare

musicians—a Yo Yo Ma or Wynton
M;trsalts—who hits every note in the
middle.”
RS: Well, they do, don't they? I was
just listening to a wonderful Handel
opera Rodelinda. Joan Sutherland
is fantastic, but she wasn't hitting the
notes.
MS: f ve been listening to some of
the old alto sax players, and you
know, Charlie Parker just hits the
notes more sharply.
RS: I heard him on
52nd Street once at the
Onyx Club after hours.
Indelible memories.
MS: To shift gears.
How do you do it? You
are an academic and also
a writer of unflagging
output. The book jacket
of Shares lists sixteen
books, which staggers
me when I think about
what academics nor
m ally do. prepare
classes, grade papers,
meet with students, sit
on committees.
RS: I ve been lucky.
When I came here to
Chicago, I had one year
after my Ph D. at Con
necticut College, and 1
was teaching Godknow s-w hat and I
hardly had tim e to
sneeze. But my boss
was Norman McLean,
and he helped me organize my life.
He said that I could have my morn
ings free and he’d see to it that I
taught in the afternoons, and for
thirty-eight years it has worked out.
I owe him a great deal.
MS: What about the entirely differ
ent ways in which literature is
approached? How docs that affect
you? You live in the academy, with
its methixls, its jargons, its gurus of
the moment, its “discourses,” as they
are now called, its own relation to
life. And you have your life in the
literary marketplace as well.
RS: I don’t live in the marketplace
very much.
MS: No films made of your books?
RS: If I told you what I made....I
have to teach. And as for the univer
sity, I’ve been spared a lot, especially
committee work. I do love teaching,
except at times when the work gets
murderous. As for my colleagues in
English, they don’t seem to read me
much. I seem to have most of my
readers in other departments. In fact.
I’ve recently spent three and one-
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half hours revising the Nobel ac
ceptance speech of one of my close
friends in Economics. [Gary Becker,
Nobel Prize winner in Economics
for 1992, is Stem 's regular tennis
partner.]
MS: Among American writers, who
are you reading and enjoying these
days?
RS: The last novel I read was
Clockers, by Richard Price.
MS: An interesting guy. He seems
to operate comfortably in two
worlds, fiction and film, and I’ve
enjoyed his films.
RS: I’ve seen Sea o f Love, and
though I thought it was OK, but I
wouldn’t have bought a book by
him on the basis of that film. He
doesn’t have the writer’s eye, but
Clockers is a terrific book that does
things my books can’t. He has
obviously soaked the world up
through his pores and has been able
to deliver so much more powerfully
than the 10,000 others who have
reported on the drug scene.
MS: He’s in an enviable position to
produce and direct films from his
own novels. [Price did the screen
plays for The Wanderers and The
Color o f Money.]
RS: If you can do it and have a
talent, but it's a totally different
talent. Literature is a very ornery
and demanding muse. Sure, you
might not make anything from it,
though a few do: Updike and Roth
certainly do and Bellow has done
well enough, though Bellow teaches.
MS: Any oilier contemporary writ
ers come to mind whom you enjoy
reading?
RS: I’m lcxiking forward to reading
Denis Johnson’s book of stories
\Jesus' Son, 1992], because I read a
couple and they are terrific. Ilis
first novel Angels is very good, but
then he wrote a couple of clunkers.
I’m an admirer also of Barry
Hannah.
MS: A new collection of his sto
ries, Bats Out o f Hell, is just out and
what I've read of it thus far is very
gtxxl. I’ve also just been reading a
new anthology of stories by Jewish
writers edited by Ted Solotaroff and
Nessa Rapoport titled Writing Our
Way Home. It is supposed to exhibit
a new Jewish self-awareness in
America. I can't help but wonder if
you think of yourself as a Jewish
writer and whether being Jewish
has formed your sensibility, and if
so, how?
RS: I’ve written a certain amount
about Jewishness in a story called

C o ffees
of
ftresfi-rocLsted
t h e

W orld

“Zhoof.” It is naturally crucial to
me, but crucial in a way that makes
me different from you and different
from Roth and different from
Malamud and different from...
MS: Looking through.STwre.v, Iran
across only one reference to
Jewishness, in the person of the crazy
exiled Queen in Venice, who goes
off in search of a “rebeye” because
she has decided to convert. "Jews
suffer,” she says, "I suffer. So I'm a
Jew already.”
RS: Believe it or not, that is a true
story. The only queen I’ve ever
known. She was the queen of Yugoslavia who had never been in
Yugoslavia and lived in Venice. It
was pathetic and comical all at once.
You know, the stranger something
sounds in fiction, the more likely it
was to have been true. As for my
Jewishness, I’ve touched on it from
time to time. I wrote about it in The
Books in Fred Hampton’s Apartment
and am writing something now. But
it is an immense subject, and I don’t
want to be glib about it.
MS: Speaking of Fred Hampton, '
what are your thoughts about Bobby
Rush (former Black Panther Minis
ter of Defense) having been elected
to Congress?
RS: 1 voted for him; he is in my
district. His predecessor, Charles
Hayes, was getting swollen with
every possible corruption. And Rash
has become a serious legislator. He
was always a serious guy, and I
think he’ll be a pretty good con
gressman .
MS: One final question. Do you
want to go on record with an opinion
on the firing of Mike Ditka (former
head coach of the Chicago Bears)?
RS: Well, it’s not an uninteresting
issue. Ditka overreached and he has
been doing that and he almost wanted
to overreach and be punished. Be
cause Ditka is, txJdly enough, terrific
in loss. He’s much more interesting
in loss than in victory. The brut
ishness is best subdued when he has
lost, and he is not an uninteresting
man. He’s subtle and very smart,
but there is also a lot of shit in Ditka
It was this that the owner, Michael
McCaskey, who is a very smart
Harvard Business School type,
couldn’t bear, McCaskey was say
ing, “Look, you were my
grandfather’s [George H alas’ l
legacy, and it’s my turn now. I have
to cut kxise and make my own mark .”
And it was the right time; the team
did terribly this season.
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An Interview with Aijaz Ahmad

Theory
continued from page 7
not o f the colonial period but o f late
capitalism: commodity acquires
universality, and a universal market
arises across national frontiers and
local customs . . . When cultural
criticism reaches this point o f
convergence with the universal
m a rke t.
. . it b e c o m e s
indistinguishable from commodity
fetishism.
A hm ad
w rite s
th a t
contemporary reorganizations of
capital, com m unications, and
personnel have given rise to the
“image of ‘theorist’ as ‘traveler’,
and of literary production itself as a
ruse o f immigration, of traveling
lig h tly ” . This celebration o f
rootlessness effaces the difference
between a political exile, an
immigrant, and a professional who
chooses to live in m other country.
The nature of the personal choice
and the very different sets of
experience arising from each
situation do not express the same
politics in each case.
In his critique of Said’s choice
of texts for his theory of Orientalism,
Ahmad does not bring up the absence
of texts by women writers. There is
almost no discussion of the ways in
which gender com plicates the
subject and the object in an
Orientalist narrative. But Ahmad
devotes an entire chapter to a
discussion of the representation of
women in Rushdie’s Shame, linking
what he calls the misogynist images
in the novel to Rushdie’s broader
politics. He objects to the allpervasive gloom and unrelieved
despair in the portraits of the female
characters. Sufiya Zinobia, to whom
the title of the novel most directly
refers, represents an image of
violence which echoes “the oldest
of the misogynist myths : the virgin
who is really a vam pire, the
irresistible temptress who seduces
men in order to kill them, not an
object of male manipulation but a
devourer of helpless men.”
Ahmad’s critique posits women
not just as victims of history but also
as its active agents. They have a
productive relationship to work and
create narratives of resistance as well
as o f despair. This is a familiar
argument about the political need to
reject negative stereotypes of
women, but to give Rushdie his due,
is it not possible to read in the

Blindness

grotesque imagery o f the novel a
satiric commentary on patriarchal
view, homogenizes far too many
notions of shame and honor? Is not
diverse kinds of articulations, and,
Shuchi Kapila
second, that nationalism is always
the unrelieved despair of the novel
p ro g re ssiv e . In my view ,
a commentary on a specific class of
powerful people who arc consumed Aijaz Ahmad teaches English at nationalism takes far too many
by their own hopelessness? While Rutgers University. He is currently forms, all the way from the fascist to
in principle one cannot but agree engaged in research at the Nehru the communist, and we have to
with Ahm ad’s criticism of the Memorial Museum and Library in distinguish among the diverse
lovelessness of Rushdie's world and New Delhi where he is a fellow. I practices which are undertaken in
his grotesque images of women, in visited him at Rutgers recently and its name.
The latter part of your question
this novel the female characters seem had a wide-ranging discussion about
a commentary not on the women nationalism, literary theory, and requires even a more elaborate
answer which I am unable to provide
themselves, but on the repressive Indian Literature.
in so short a space. What is involved
and inhuman conventions within
which they are trapped.
SK: In your book you point out that here is a whole scries of very tine
Ahmad's chapter on “Indian the idea of “nationalism ” is and firm distinctions, without which
Literature” is a demonstration of “politically and theoretically a one is in danger of falling into either
how a national literature might be regression.” What about the anti imprecision or mere platitude.
defined and the problems presented imperial potential of the idea of SK: You refer in your book to the
by such a category. It is an effort to nationalism? Could you say more im p o rta n c e o f a M arx ist
situate literary production within the about the difference between the m ethodology for your work,
history of other cultural institutions. internationalism of the Ixft and the particularly the notion of “totality.”
This kind of detailed historical work increasing globalism of capital's IIow does one separate this from the
totalizing history of W estern
judiciously em ploys European structures?
models o f m ultilingualism and AA: The part of the sentence from dominance which obscures and
literary production, but not as the which you quote actually reads “.. obliterates subaltern narratives,
determining conceptual framework. to revert, instead, from the Marxist regional histories, local resistances?
In their place, Ahmad calls for a critique of class, colony and empire (Isn’t Jameson doing just this in his
model that includes historical detail to the emptiness of third-worldist piece?)
and the sedimentation of the histories nationalism is politically and AA: W e need to make certain
of performance and reception, theoretically a regression.” What is distinctions here: The importance
taking into account that much of at issue here is not “nationalism” of Marxist methodology I have
this predates print culture, another but a particular kind of thiid-worldist stressed throughout the book, but so
reason why such a project requires nationalism, which I discuss at some far as I recollect I stress the concept
length in the book, and this is what of "totality” only once or twice,
more than merely literary skills.
This suggests an exciting model I consider a “regression” in relation notably in the chapter on Jameson,
of cultural studies in general, though, to the more ample critique of mainly because, following Lukacs,
in my conversation with him, Ahmad imperialism that Marxism offers as Jameson himself emphasizes this
insisted on its specific applicability it connects the issue of colonialism category.
“Totality” in Marxism is a
to the conditions of the production with the issue of classes and their
and reception of Indian literatures. struggles. I have written at length, in cognitive category; what you refer
Yet by placing literary studies in the various parts of the book, not only to as the “totalizing history of
context of world history and politics, of the “anti-imperial potential of Western dominance” is a colonizing
Ahmad redefines literary theory in nationalism,” as you put it, but also practice involving the conquest of
terms of its systematic connections of actual histories of revolutionary whole continents by capital located
with a whole range of historical and kinds of nationalism in our part of in particular comers of the globe.
cultural texts. He clearly disavows a the world, as for example, in Section The latter has consequences for
kind of Cultural Studies which III of the Introduction, which cognitive activity but cannot be
narrowly theorizes only cultural culminates in a lengthy passage on reduced to such activity.
The essential, contradictory
production, as though histories of Vietnam and which sets the stage
•
unity
of human history is constituted
for
arguments
in
latter
parts
of
the
economic exploitation, political
in
the
theory o f M arxism ,
book.
Among
numerous
passages
coercion, and military conquest
meanwhile,
not by the cognitive
of
that
kind
you
may
wish
to
look
at
necessarily lie outside its purview.
category
of
“totality,"
despite its
p.ll
where
I
explicitly
say
that
“
there
This formulation suggests a way to
simply
is
no
way
of
breaking
out
of
dialectical
structure,
but
by the
make literary theory a more effective
historical
category
of
lab
o
r
with
its
that
imperial
dominance
without
mode of analysis, and a more
consequent
irreconcilability
of
the
struggling
for
different
kinds
of
c o m p re h e n s iv e
c o n c e p tu a l
fram ew ork that rev eals our national projects and for a struggle between those who work
connections and complicities as revolutionary restructuring of one’s and those who appropriate the fruits
own nation-stale.” What I resist of other people's work. The classical
much as our alienation.
throughout the book, however, is Marxist term for this is “class
Shuchi Kapila is a graduate student the idea, first, of a unitary third- struggle,” by which is also meant
in the English department at Cornell worldist nationalism which, in my many other kinds of appropriations,
and lives in Ithaca.
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as, for example, the exploitation of
women or the maintenance of the
caste system in India. (The concept
of unequal exchange specifies this
appropriation by one nation from
another in the imperialist context.)
As for “ the totalizing history of
Western dominance”, this would
appear to be correct if what it means
is the globalization of the imperialist
system, even though Japan is not
quite in the West and even though
tiie Indian bourgeoisie now sits on
top of die twelfth largest GNP in the
world. Beyond this, however, I am
not certain wliat this catch-all phrase
“totalizing history” is supposed to
mean. For the larger part of its
history, colonial capital considered
only the European, bourgeois male
as die subject of history. It sought to
exterminate the native Americans
and to enslave the Africans, not to
include them in some total history.
Most non-Europeans were not
supposed to have any history at all.
We find, in odier words, not some
to ta liz in g
n a r r a tiv e ,
but
extermination and denial.
On the odier hand, as regards
the obscuring and obliteration of
“subaltern narratives, regional
histories, local resistances," the
history of “Western dominance" is
doubtless replete with such
repressions but it is also the case that
all structures of dominance— of
caste and class, of patriarchy and
imperial centralization— seek to
impose such repressions. Finally, is
Jameson doing that in the essay to
which I responded? Well, not quite.
That there is too much careless
homogenization there, 1 have pointed
out in my response. But when he
insists on a kind of syllabus reform
in the United States that would
include non-canonical texts and
narratives produced in other regions
of the world, he is in his own way
trying to recoup what you here call
“subaltern narratives.”
SK. Could you say more about the
relationship between “traveling
lightly" and the production of
“literary th e o r y ”? Are you
suggesting that there is an
aestheticization of the idea of “exile"
which is related to die condition of
the third world intellectual? In what
way is the East a career again? I was
struck, too, by your point about the
in s ta n t
a v a il a b il i t y
an d

Eleanor M unro
a rt critic a n d a u th o r w ill sp eak o n th e topic
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in Literary and Cultural Studies
commodification of cultures. Has
tliis become a necessary condition
of the production of theory'?
AA: You will recall that in my
discussion of the "instant availability
and commodification of cultures," I
connect this phenomenon not with
any particular type of intellectual
but with the tempo o f global
circulation w hich has
been
intensified in each phase of the
history of capital. Tendencies of the
commodification of cultures were
present in all kinds of w ritingespecially the travel literature of
Europeans-well before the advent
of what we may properly call the age
of imperialism (Lenin dates this ,
roughly, at about 1880): the rise of
the m odem European novel is
inextricably linked with this
phenomenon, which becomes
particularly dense in the modernist
penodat die end of the 19th century.
The habit of "traveling lightly" was
already there among anthropologists
as well. But the full splendor of this
process is not much more than about
thirty years old. It is in this latter
period that the aestheticization of
the idea of “exile” fully comes into
its own in academic discourse where
the idea
of exile
becomes
synonymous with one’s choice of
professional location. The “third
world intellectual," to the extent that
such a beast exists, is a metropolitan
product of this latest period. You
may be a “Uiird world intellectual"
in die course of your sojourn in die
United States, but widiin India you
are just one Indian among a great
many others, nor would you be able
to shed your Indianness in Peru,
Nigeria, or Saudi Arabia. The
possibility of the East becoming a
career is interwoven into die plumage
of this metropolitan identity.
SK: What are die implications of the
kind of muldlingualism that exists
in the Indian subcontinent for the
produedon of literature? How does
this multilingualism differ from the
Western model?
AA: The main difference, I have
argued, is that the process which
consolidated the European nation
states was also the one which
c o n so lid a te d th eir n atio n al
literatures We have no analogue for
this in our history. India was
multilingual through all the premodem imperial formations and

remained so as a modem state arose,
first in die colonial period and then
after independence. I have also
proposed that the literature o f
Sanskritic classicism is a literature
essentially of our ruling classes, and
that Sanskrit literature is as a rule
preferred over Tam il classical
literature, not only because of the
general cultural subordination of the
South in our academic discourses,
but, arguably, because a great many
Tamil classics speak to the lives and
sentiments of the popular classes in
a more dioroughly secular language.
Finally, I have argued that it is in the
course of the emergence of our
m edieval vernaculars that a
recognizably “Indian" literature, in
the sense o f a broadly shared
structure of feeling, arises and
articulates the life-processes of a
much broader range of social strata,
notably including women, peasants,
and artisans. That literature rests,
not on linguistic uniformity, but on
what I have elsewhere called a
multilingual structure of overlapping
intelligibilities, on both sides of the
Vindhyas. In present-day India, you
can travel from Amritsar to Calcutta,
from Himachal to Bombay, and you
will notice that large numbers of
people function with more than one
language in their ordinary lives and
that the boundaries between
linguistic regions are diffuse, so that
one language blends into another
gradually, over a certain space and a
certain concentration of population,
not at some territorial boundary.
Although 1 do not know any language
of the South, my sense is that a
similar diffuseness of linguistic
boundary obtains. Powerful literary
movements in the modem period,
such as the Progressive Writers
movement, were fundamentally
multilingual and specifically Indian.
Conversely, when something like
the modem novel emerges in the
various languages certain thematics
arise across those languages, so that
it is highly fruitful to read Urdu
novels in co njunction w ith
Malayalam or Bengali or Marathi;
the same is true of experimentation
with versification, lexical structure,
and so on. Any real comparison
with European experience ("the
Western model") would require a
whole essay, but I think some of the
differences are obvious.

SK: You present a very persuasive
critique of poststructuralism. But
wasn’t it a radical breakthrough in
critical theory, in that it made
possible the dismantling o f the
binaries which created the Self/Other
opposition in Orientalist discourse?
How else can we create a theoretical
space outside the dialectic?
A A: Had I been interested in
p re s e n tin g
a c ritiq u e
of
poststructuralism, 1 would have
offered a sustained critique of at

only the latter (the Other; the Orient)
is claimed to be fictive and an effect
of neurotic need, while the Self (the
West) is treated everywhere as a
unified, self-identical Subject,
always in possession of its own
discourse, indeed already present at
the moment of the birth of that
discourse. In response to the last
sentence in your question, I must
say that I feel no urgency to discard
the dialectic. Rather, I prefer to
register my agreement with Sumit

least som e o f the m ain
poststructuralist thinkers, such as
Derrida or the later Lacan. I was
interested, rather, in the political
moment in which poststructuralism
becomes the hegemonic theoretical
position in avant-garde literary
theory and the way certain discrete
poststructuralist positions re-surface,
mainly as sweeping generalisation
and even platitude, in the kind of
writings-literary-critical or notwhich I discuss in the book.
As regards the specific issue
you raise ( “the binaries which create
the S elf-O ther opposition in
Orientalist discourse”), this lias less
to do with poststructuralism and
m ore w ith phenom enology,
existentialism, psychoanalysis; the
idea that the Self constitutes itself by
constituting the Other, and that the
possibilities of "bad faith" reside in
the fissures of this binary, is already
there in the Sartre of the ’40s as he
negotiates his way through Ereud
and Husserl. Meanwhile, the striking
thing about the literary-critical
discourse on the subject of the socalled "orientalist discourse" is that

Sarkar when he says that it is only
from the standpoint of the dialectic
that a satisfying critique of teleology
is really possible.
SK: Would you like to say more
about the politically regressive
conjunction between or conflation
o f the epistem ology of post
stru ctu ra lism w ith (hat o f
postcolonialism?
AA: I point out in In Theory a
particular problem that arises when
the term “postcolonialism” is lifted
out of a specific political theory and
simply applied to literature. I am
quite sure that different literary
theorists use this term in such diverse
ways that no “epistemology” of this
term is really possible, and my advice
would be to use very sparingly, very
cautiously a term that has gathered
unto itself so much inflation and
flab. It is one of those words that
have come to mean less and less.
But then 1 have already encountered
the term "postcontemporary" and I
would not be a whit surprised if
something like "postnationalism”
also caught on in this overheated
theoretical slock exchange.

SK: I find in your book a suggested
model of cultural studies when you
say that literary studies should be
more transgressive. Are you
advocating the decentering of the
literary?
AA: I d o n ’t know what
“decentering the literary" means.
The passage to which you refer was
written in the context of the English
departments in India, and the two
immediate points I make are that
the study of English language and
literature needs to be connected
directly with the career of this
language in India and with the
literatu res o f o ther Indian
languages; further, what we
p ro v isio n a lly call “ Indian
Literature” is so deeply connected
with so many aesthetic forms, such
tra d itio n s o f o ra lity and
performative enactment, and such
diverse academic disciplines as
history, anthropology, philosophy,
religion, linguistics etc., that it
simply cannot be studied as
literature. More narrowly with
reference to “Cultural Studies,” I
should like to insist on the reminder
that such a thing arose, initially in
England, with energies drawn from
working-class politics and it is the
near-absence of that kind of energy
in the American discussions of
“Cultural Studies" that I find very
striking. This is why, at the end of
that essay, I raise the issue of the
political purposes of our reading.
SK: Finally, you speak of the
importance of “a community of
praxis” . . .
AA: “A community of praxis” is
simply a Gramscian turn of phrase
co n n o tin g id e n tifia b le and
organized groups of people as they
struggle together for socialism. I
may have used it elsewhere as well
but I do remember using it in the
essay on Shame, where the point is
that politics is fundamentally much
more a matter of solidarity titan of
denunciation. In other words, if you
do not explicitly partake of the life
of identifiable communities of
individuals as they actually snuggle
in their lives, your criticism may
have keenness of intelligence and
observation but it is also likely to
have that Orwellian lovelessness
that comes, inevitably, from having
“floated upwards” and from
“rooting yourself in yourself.”
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nous in his person and presence.
Nothing like this even glimmers
in W hitcher’s W idow Bedott
sketches. In the situation comedy
continued from page I
continued from page 4
site and 1Iolley wrote, men are, for all
Whitcher popular American litera their privilege and vanity, finally so an allegory:
ture was already at work limning terribly disappointing. “Well, he
tiie pains of regional difference, of took his pipe out of his mouth and Nineteen forty-seven is a man with
turned toward me, and I knowed the hack o f one pantleg caught in his
class and gender politics.
sock. He wears a good brown suit
Although W hitcher's “hall
and a brown hat even in a bar. If he
mark as a humorist," Morris argues,
would just straighten his leg. the
is her ability to depict comically
cuff might fa ll out o f his sock and
“intricate relationships among
settle over the vamp o f his shoe,
women," it is also true that her
where it belongs. But that is the leg
menfolk, the painfully slow and
whose foot is resting on the raised
simplistic Hezekiah Bedott and the
tile
footrest. No one else in the bar
oleaginous Shadrack Sniffles, are
will
call attention to the pantleg
empty centers around which these
caught
in his sock because they all
intricately related women’s lives
have
dill
seeds stuck in their teeth.
busily circle. Samantha is Josiah
From
the
vantage o f the present the
Allen’s wife, but Josiah Allen is a
past
seems—falsely—a
little naive.
wizened sexless widower, a hun
dred pounds, bearded and bald, who
from Samantha at Coney Island
Just like that. Gixxl timing, no?
brings two obstreperous children to
The
humorist turns allegorist, who
something
was
coinin’,
for
he
had
a
the marriage. He’s her little foil.
turns
aphorist. lhis third story, of
One of Whitcher’s best pieces is on pertikkelcr way of lookin’ round
the
anonymous
Buffalonian with his
when
he
was
gwine
to
say
any
thing
the grim sententious nonsense of
pant
leg
caught
in his cuff, repre
oncommon.
Well,
he
says
to
me,
intoning Man. “lie was a wonder
sentative
of
what
Klinkenborg calls
says
he,
’Silly,’
(my
name
was
ful hand to moralize, husband was,"
with
some
irony,
but not too much,
Prissilly
naterlly,
but
he
ginerally
the Widow Bedott begins in her
“an
innocent
population,”
is rifted
called
me,
Silly,’
cause
“twas
memorial.
with
a
kind
of
somber
anger
at the
handier,
you
know).
Well,
he
says
to
The seemingly contained and
tiresome
assumption
of
blameless
decorous social comedy Whitcher me, says he ‘Siliy,’ and he looked
and Holley invented prefigures pretty sollem... " As Hezekiah hesi ness by Joe Average, circa 1947.
contemporary radio and television tates, pointing his pipe, laboring to (And by implication at the ’40s and
situation comedy. A good example phrase his sentence, Priscilla Bedott '50s nostalgists who have built ca
is Roseannc Arnold's Roseanne interpolates and chatters. Husband reers on investing the period with a
which also deals with “intricate re Hezekiah does finally get there and golden glow.) The material sur
lationships” among working-class the result is bathos: “Says he to me, rounding that anger, the evocations
women. Arnold’s show, too, has says he, ’Silly.’ I says to him, says I, of daily life in the largely Polish liast
its disquieting figure, which “What?” He says to me, says he, Side neighborhood of George and
Eddie’s, is die material that capti
Roseanne must absolutely repress. “ We 're all poor critters'"
vated nearly all of the reviewers of
1 refer, o f course, to John
*!•
this book, lhat’s no wonder, given,
G oodm an's big fat man, Dan
Connors, who seems, season by Neil Schmitz teaches in the English say, the book's commentary on
season, as his defeats and losses Department at the University of Buffalo Insurance Atlases. Of these
tomes specifying the dimensions ;uid
mount, to get larger and more omi Buffalo.

Shuffle

Elmira

suggesting the dollar value of land
and buildings, Klinkenborg ob
serves, “Nowhere do you find it
written that this was a part of town
where a woman's hands smelled
different every day of the week—
lye soap one morning, the next
morning flour." The reviewers
missed the passage, though, in which
the stunted consciousness of the man
with his pant leg caught in his sock
Hows back into Eddie W enzek’s
territory, moral and psychological
as well as geographic:
After a while, all these arguments
about bombs and innocence and
vulnerability and secrets finally boil
down not quite to nothing, but to the
atomic concerns they really are: an
isotope in the bone, a nerwusness
on occasion, a hitch in the walk, but
not a mortal impairment to.the
pleasure o f life. Not vet. Not here
All this doubt and concern is just a
split reed in the clarinet section o f a
big band that won't stop playing
“Stardust" on that account. Nine
teen forty-seven is a good rear to
remodel a bar. add shrimp to a menu,
hang a fat and m ean neon sign on a
corner in the darkness.
As the innocent with the errant
pantleg swings and sways to “Star
dust" on a split reed, later stopping
in at George and Eddies comer, his
city and his nation nod over their
drinks in approval at his forgetfulness
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and his
inability to understand the vulner
ability forced on Buffalo, ux>, by die
advent of nuclear weaponry, and the
kind of humans who would use it
The juxtaposition of this third
narrative line with Eddie Wenzek’s
story and the tour of Buffalo history

accounts, I think, for tire cumulative
power of The Lust Fine Time. Al
though the effect is achieved by
careful structuring of the whole,
Klinkenborg in a few instances has
comparable successes in the use of
figurative language. When he sets
aside—as he does not frequently
enough—the pervasive (old) New
Yorker mannerisms of "daring"
similes and gentle-witty mockery,
he can fix the accumulated tlux of
gossip, detail, and reminiscence with
a metaphor of such reach and sobri
ety that his cultivation of the clever
becomes the smallest part of what
he's about. I le tells us, for example,
that each Buffalo story is “secretly”
a story about the destruction which
the Falls holds for those whose
course upstream is careless, or
foolish, or compulsive:
When Eddie Wenzel: pours you a
drink and starts a tale, you know you
are about to listen to the saga of
some man who. morally speaking,
was walking along Niagara Street
one day. took a misstep on the left,
landed in the river atui was borne
into oblivion.. . The moral turns, as
always, on the loss o f assets, the
going over the Falls from what had
seemed a good life.
In that antique phrase, “a gixxl
life." and in the uneasiness over its
m ere
se e m in g ,
we
have
Klinkenborg’s perspective In his
telling of many losses, the trajectory
of Buffalo experience, whether civic,
mercantile, ethnic, communal or
individual, is briskly, pensively,
heedlessly, fatuously, cursedly
downward. As a location and as a
project, Buffalo promised health for
see Shuffle, page 16
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Damned in the USA
April 9, 7:30 p.m.

CENSORSHIP
IN THE USA

“D’Amato and Jesse Helms play second bananas to
the Reverend Donald Wildmon and his American
Family Association, whose crusade against Andres
Serrano, Mapplethorpe, the NEA, and Madonna
provides the film with its narrative juice. Wildmon,
who seems to have been more than willing to expose
the strategy of his ‘cultural war for the hearts and
souls of the nation’ for the British cameras, then
turned around and sued the filmmakers for $8 mil
lion” (Amy Taubin, Village Voice).

Manufacturing Consent:
Noam Chomsky and the Media
April 8, 7 p.m. & April 10, 2 p.m.
in wiiiard straight Theatre

“Chomsky emerges as a true believer in the capacity
of ordinary people to think, to see through the deceptions of the mainline media” (Mary Jo Leddy, NDS).

Also in April: Neo-Violence, Gaypril Film Fest, Malcolm X and more!
April calendars now available at DeWitt Mall, Ilebop Records,
Willard Straight Hall lobby, and theatres

From 112 Clinton Hall to 112 The Commons, April 1“
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Hawks
continued from page 2

operations. Even when all possible
precautions were taken and hinders
were as gentle and caring as they
could be. he said, something might
still go wrong sometimes. “ There
are inevitable accidents. " he said.
The people watching seemed to ac
cept this explanation. Then, in a
churchlike silence. Schultz reached
fo r his next can. and pulled out an
other dead Cooper's.

natural product of DDT, probably
because the swifts and songbirds
they prey upon spend their winters
in Central and South America, where
1)1)T (produced and exported by the
US) is still used freely."
Connor describes the process of
trapping the hawks in the very center He somehow retained his compo
of spring bow-nets to avoid injuring sure, but after listeners left, he wept
them. They are then placed in V-8
or Pringles etuis, larger birds in cof
fee cans, taped end to end with air
holes punched in the closed end for
ventilation. Hie dark probably acts
as a Ik x h I to quiet the bird and the
can keeps the shoulders compressed
gently to avoid injury during strug
gle Ibe birds are still during holding
and weighing, even when their
beaks, winds, and tails are measured
alter they’re removed from the can.
Schultz is particularly sensitive
to criticism since the demostration
lecture several years ago when, with
a hundred people looking on. he
pulled a limp Cooper's hawk out o f
a can. It was dead, apparently
having had a seizure or suffocated
in the con finement.
After a long pause he regained
his composure, turned hack to the
crowd and explained that even once
in a while a hawk died in banding

Song Birds Need Study, Too

for women, led by Irene
Zahava, at Smedley’s
Bookshop. For information
and schedule:
(607) 273-4675
or 273-2325

The Community School of
Music and Arts
offers quality
instruction in

music, dance,
theater, art
and the literary arts to
all ages and all levels.

Spring instruction
begins April 12.
Call 272-1474
for more information.

( 'rossley shakes his head in dis
gust. "The reason Americans like
raptors is because they’re so big and
slow-moving. You can’t miss them.
There's no challenge to your abil
ity. You can stand around here on
the dike or sit on the platform all
day and have a good chit chat. The
whole social scene."
Connor quotes ('lay Sutton,
who says that the average British
birder getting off the plane knows
more about our birds than the aver
age birder who grew up here.
"Natural history is taken much more
seriously in Great Britain than in
the United States, especially by
young males. They seem to have
trained their eyes in ways very few
Americans ever do. All of them can
draw, most of them never carry field
guides, and you just don't hear about
a Brit making a mistake out in the
field."

"Why should all the emphasis
A l'alent for M igration
be on haw ks?" snorts Richard
( 'rossley, llie British naturalist whiz
The theory goes that tropical
who can identify five species of fall birds migrated to expand foraging
warblers as they cross the sky at ranges where food sources were
thirty miles per hour
temporary rather than year-round
1'hey advanced into temperate ar
A ll the monev is going to eas where tliere was less competition
raptors. .. CMHil ought to do war for nesting sites and few egg-eaung
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bler larull wader counts spring and
fall. Him many waders go through
Cape May each f a l l ? Nobody
knows!
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birds, nest-robbing monkeys, and
tree-climbing snakes. Adaptation
favored their growing longer wings
and stronger muscles. Migration
depends on strength, stamina, per
sistence, and good fortune as well as
orientation and timing.
But a bird needs the ability to
orient itself on commuter trips or to
remember the different territories in
“loop” migration when the route
north differs from the mute south. It
must have the stamina to cover die
journey as, say, the scarlet tanager
does, from western Vermont to the
Amazon jungle of western Bolivia
for as many as nine years.
Timing errors will be punished
by death: if the bird arrives a week
too early in the nesting territory, the
trees on which his favorite insect
depends may not be blooming, and
he will starve; if a week late, he may
discover dial last year’s territory
has been seized by a rival. Flying
ability may determine whether a
bird like the bam swallow, can lin
ger later at the nesting site gorging
for the trip The cliff swallow lacks
the forked tail of his speedier rela
tive and departs weeks before.
Most of all, (lie migrant needs
adaptability as it encounters new
puzzles to solve and new tests of its
health and its spirit These dangers
continue for weeks. Connor sug
gests some questions confronting a
warbler: "I low far can I fiv today
and still have energy left to find

Benn Nadelman
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food? How high can I tly and mu
get blown off course by winds?
Where can I land today and he
safe from sharp-shin and merlins’.'
Where will the caterpillars 1 can
eat be found in this forest?"
One early fall morning when
we were birding at ('ape May,
New Jersey, we were about to
drive into the parking lot of a diner
when we realized the driveway
was littered with small green
bodies. We jumped out and picked
up about fifty exhausted warblers
stunned by the cold and placed
tlicm in the yew bushes where the
sunrise would warm them. When
we came out, they were gone.
Before I read Season at the
Point, birding seemed such an in
tense, exciting activity that words
would be Uxi abstract and slow to
express the immediacy of the ex
perience.
But Jack Connor
conveys that tension, excitement
and joy of birding perfectly

w
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Last Shuffle in Buffalo
continued from page 14
its inhabitants, wealth for its manu
facturers and merchants, and glory
as its destiny. Commercial geogra
phers seconded that forecast when
the Krie Canal was completed. Yet,
“[tjhere came a moment in Buffalo’s
history like that in which a preco
cious child realizes that precocity is
over and, what’s more, that precocity
has been a lifetime’s achievement.”
Living on in the backwash of such
glorious beginnings, Buffalo became
a condition as much as a city.
K linkenborg w onderfully
renders the swelled-chest rhetoric
of the early Buffalo boosters, in
cluding native son Millard Fillmore,
in a chapter that treats the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries of the
Queen City. He quotes passages
which, with apparent sincerity, stress
the salubrious climate and advanta
geous prospects offered by Buffalo.
In what sounds like a felicitation, no
less (but no greater) a figure than
Fillmore declared his hometown "a
place that presents many and pecu
liar advantages for the location of a
seminary for the education of fe
males.” Other Buffalo patriots were
less cryptic in their effusions, and
Klinkenborg sums their accom 
plishments in the figure of a city of
words: “During the late nineteenth
century, which culminated in the
Pan American exposition of 1901,
Buffalo was paved, plastered, and
roofed in rhetoric, its Victorian ar
chitecture a perfect image of the
ornaments of prideful syntax.”
As the first symptoms of de
cline appeared, “boost, don't knock”
Babbittry, with its weird cognitive
dropoffs, spread through the city's
self-representation (“The way to
insure the prosperity of Buffalo is to
talk Buffalo all the time ”) Reach
ing into our own time, that sort of
self-hypnosis made it possible to
produce the following sentence (not
one Klinkenborg notes) for a recent
Encyclopedia Brilannica article: “In
1901 the city held its Pan-Amencan
Exposition, marred by the assassi
nation of Pres. William McKinley.”
Now, if you were truly with
McKinley— or with Czolgosz for
that matter— you would choose a
word other than “marred” and you
would rethink the subordination of
the sentence. If, however, the strug
gles between capitalist imperialism
and international anarchism were of
less moment to you than the blow
ing of a very Ureal hom, you would
call it a day, well done, with the
writing of that sentence.
Too much blinkered Ureal mercan
tile preening, too much talking
Buffalo all the time, too many heed
less shufflings off to wars in faraway
places, too sedulous efforts to be

come American by forgetting what
you had been, tot) ready an affirma
tion, locally and globally, of the
postulate that “[i]n a just war, the
only acceptable pity is self-pity,”
and we have the patrons of Eddie
Wenzek’s bar circa 1947, with their
touching hometown vertigo. “They
need a bartender,” Klinkenborg tells
us, “who, when his patrons stare at
their drinks as if they were altim
eters unwinding too rapidly, knows
how to dole out assurance simply by
showing what it means to be bom in
a place where you
truly belo n g .”
W hat they got
was a bartender
who, although
later than many
of his com m u
nity, fell in line in
the drama of
obligatory igno
b ility
c a lle d
“white flight
Because Klink
enborg is given
neither to polem
ics nor analysis,
he offers minimal
space in The Last
Fine Time to
what many Ame
rican readers will
understand that
this book is “se
c retly ” about:
“the neighbor
hood changed, as
the city and its
realtors ghetto
ized the East
Side, while the
streets just down
town from the bar
filled with an
grier and angrier
black people . . .
liddie kept a pis
tol behind the har,
he had a license
to wear it when
making bank deposits. He could
feel the pistol on his heart ” Before
killing anyone, Eddie Wenzek sold
his bar to a young black man who
renamed it “The Scorpion." Eddie
and his wife Renee moved to
Williamsvillc. A few pages at most
o f The Last Fine Time speak ex
plicitly o f w hat is im plicit
throughout: the racial and economic
strife which accounts for the par
ticularly final "lastness" of the fine
time so elcgiacally rendered.
I want to send the reader to
several books to be read along with
The Last Fine Time, each of which
chooses an intellectually tougher
mode than elegy. Ihe first is Nelson
Algren’s Chicago: City on the Make
Published in 1951, it seeks to make

a song out of that civic monstrosity
on another of the (neat I .akes, but in
doing so steps back not an inch from
an ethic of solidarity with die losers
in a society which is badly ordered.
Algren is at each moment conscious
of what it means to have John Peter
Altgeld, Jane Addams, and Eugene
Debs as actors in his history;
Klinkenborg hurts his bixik by writ
ing as if his readers had no need of
learning about individuals in Buffalo
history who embodied Altgeld’s or
Addams’ or Debs’ social ethics.

William Ciraebner's books, particu
larly Coming o f Age in Buffalo, reveal
the by no m eans naive social
patterning practiced in Cold-War
Buffalo. To know about such "engi
neering of consent,” as C. Wright
Mills called it, is to realize further
complexities in ascribing innocence
to the population. In City o f Quartz,
Mike Davis anatomizes Los Ange
les, the achieved city o f a future
which cordons off or incarcerates the
poor, encrypts the well-to-do in their
own security systems (of which ar
chitecture is a mere subfield), and
takes pride in die postmodemity of it
all. Not Buffalo, not yet. but the
crudest extant “solution" to white
fiight. Hie fourdi text, and die most
important to compare to lhe Last Fine

Time, is John Berger’s A Fortunate
Man. This book methodically ex
amines the terms of a gixid life, as
enacted by a rural English physi
cian. It is profoundly sympathetic,
indeed admiring, towards its sub
ject, at the same time that it
articulates a profoundly critical view
of the choices he has made, and the
conditions in which he lives.
Berger’s intellectual scaffolding is
Marxist; he moves over it to chum
out questions about the ethical sta
tus of his subject’s life in society,
and about his
own writerly in
volvement with
his project.
By demand
ing intellectual
and em otional
attention in equal
m e a s u ie ,
Berger's presen
tatio n y ield s
w hat B erto lt
Brecht called
“actual e m o 
tion."
Brecht
im a g in e s
a
scene: a woman,
a
p e a s a n t,
mourns the de
parture of her
brother for war.
He will fight be
side, and against,
other peasants,
all at the behest
of their lords.
She will have to
live through die
material depri
v a tio n s
the
situ a tio n e n 
forces, as well as
live on. some
how, with the
legacy o f the
war. Brecht asks,
of this scene of
s u bj e c t i v e
m ourning and
objective coercion: “Are we to sur
render to her sorrow completely?
Or not at all? We must be able to
surrender to her sorrow and at the
same time not to. Our actual emo
tion will come from recognizing
and feeling the incident's double
aspect."
It seems to me that reading
Berger’s Ixxik in close proximity to
Klinkenborg’s can make clear the
latter’s choice to paint results radier
than think through causes, in effect
losing the opportunity to engender
in his readers the audientic emotion
of which Brecht speaks. The last
scene—Eddie and Renee Wenzek.
now suburbanites, dining out l xldie
ordering the fish fry as a continuing
ritual of what still seems, in part.

like a good life— is neither evasive
nor simplistic. It is disappointing,
though, because it finally cedes too
much of die telling of this story to
empathy and elegy, modes inad
equate to its dimensions Where is
the deepened attention to the mat
ters the narrative almost makes
manifest? Repeatedly, this story of
liddie Wenzek and his famdy glances
off the most important questions it
provokes: who benefitted, and how,
from diis mixle of life? Who. at the
rem ove of a continent or a
neighborhood, suffered by it? What
non-local policy decisions made
more or less inevitable die Wenzeks'
disposition in the suburbs? I lave die
actors in diis play voiced resentment
at their losses of assets, or shown
any detailed understanding of die
interests that Klinkenborg triangu
lates as "die city and its realtors,"
Fiddle's old neighborhood, and
"angrier and angner black people"?
l he historical, ediical, and political
questions Klinkenborg is always
about to voice remain mute, while in
the glow of his prose the noise trom
the Falls, which has reminded the
author of moral missteps and lost
assets, sounds and sounds. In putting
die matter like diis. 1 speak from my
sense of what American readers need
even to begin to understand this story
less elegy, more history; less enipathic, and more critical capacity.
Klinkenborg is fond of opening
Ihe chapters of his Buffalo story
with epigniphs drawn from unlikely,
somewhat recondite sources. He
invokes R ichard Hooker the
ecdesiast. Filias ( anetti die Nobel
Prize winner, and Alexis de
Tocqueville. a sort of elegist, who
also, I remember, saw racial combat
in America as ineluctable, lhe
epilogue of The Last Fine Time, a
wan. sad. yet patriotically affirma
tive picture of Eddie Wenzek in
Williamsville. is bare of epigraph,
however.
1 grew to adm ire
Klinkenborg's practice, as an ellip
tical wav of reflecting on the meaning
of Ins narrative, and want to offer a
possibility for the epilogue in future
editions. The Duchess ofMalfi, V iii.
Bosola speaking:
Security some men call the
suburbs o f hell.
Only a dead wall betw een.

t
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Barry Maxwell teaches in the Eng
lish D epartm ent at C ornell
Universin . He was born in Buffalo.
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